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OPINIONS DISSENT

This was one of the first judgments of the
Supreme Court relating to the right of privacy
in India. An eight Judge Bench of the Court,
while discussing the constitutionality of the
search and seizure provisions of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, 1898 (CrPC), also briefly
discussed the right to privacy and its interplay
with Article 20(3).

* by Juﬆice KS Puttaswamy vs.

Union of India, (2017) 10 SCC 1.

1 opinion by
Justice B. Jagannadhadas on behalf of
Justice M.C. Mahajan,
Justice B.K. Mukherjea,
Justice G. Hasan,
Justice N.H. Bhagwati,
Justice S. R. Das,
Justice T.L.V. Aiyyar and
Justice V. Bose and himself
1

“A power of search and seizure is in any syﬆem of
jurisprudence an overriding power of the State for the
protection of social security and that power is necessarily
regulated by law. When the Conﬆitution makers have
thought ﬁt not to subject such regulation to conﬆitutional limitations by recognition of a fundamental right to
privacy, analogous to the American Fourth Amendment,
we have no juﬆiﬁcation to import it, into a totally
diﬀerent fundamental right, by some process of
ﬆrained conﬆruction.”

T

his was one of the ﬁrﬆ judgments of the
Supreme Court relating to the right of
privacy in India. An eight Judge Bench of
the Court, while discussing the conﬆitutionality
of the search and seizure provisions of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, 1898 (CrPC), also brieﬂy
discussed the right to privacy and its interplay
with Article 20(3). In this judgment, the Court
held that search and seizure of documents did not
amount to “compelled teﬆimony” and is thus not
violative of Article 20(3).
The Petitioners argued that search and seizure by
the police violated the fundamental right to
property under Article 19(1)(f)*, as well as the
right againﬆ compelled self-incrimination guaranteed under Article 20(3). The Court rejected the
former argument and held that police searches
would not infringe upon the right to property as

2

there was no interference with the ability to enjoy
property and the right was in any case subject to
reasonable limitations.
The argument relating to compelled self-incrimination was discussed subﬆantively. The Court
noted that the power of search and seizure was an
overriding power of the State which was necessary for the protection of society. It was observed
that the power of search and seizure could not be
subjected to the right to privacy as there was no
provision in the Conﬆitution of India analogous
to the Fourth Amendment of the US Conﬆitution
prohibiting unreasonable searches and seizures.
The Court therefore upheld the government’s
power of search and seizure.
* The Right to Property is no longer a fundamental right. It was

removed from Part III of the Conﬆitution by The Conﬆitution
(Forty-fourth Amendment) Act, 1978.

Facts
The Government of India ordered an inveﬆigation
under the Companies Act, 1913 into the aﬀairs of a
company after it went into liquidation in 1952.
The inveﬆigation was on the ground that the company had attempted to embezzle funds and to conceal the true ﬆate of aﬀairs from the share-holders,
by falsifying balance sheets and accounts. It
alleged that the dishoneﬆ and fraudulent transactions would conﬆitute various oﬀences under the
Indian Penal Code, 1860.
Accordingly, an FIR was regiﬆered in 1953 and an
application for a search warrant was submitted to
the Diﬆrict Magiﬆrate under Section 96 of the
CrPC. The Diﬆrict Magiﬆrate issued the warrant
and simultaneous searches and seizures occurred
at thirty-four diﬀerent premises. The Petitioner
ﬁled a petition in the Supreme Court asking for
the search warrants to be quashed as being
violative of Articles 19(1)(f) and Article 20(3), and
requeﬆed for the return of the documents seized.
Issue
A) Whether the power to search and seize
materials granted by the CrPC was violative of
Article 19(1)(f) and Article 20(3) of
the Conﬆitution.
Arguments
The Petitioner argued that the searches violated
Article 19(1)(f), the freedom to acquire, hold and
dispose of property. They argued that the searches
conducted were unreasonable and conﬆituted an
infringement of their right, as their buildings had
been invaded, their documents taken away and
their reputation aﬀected.

The Petitioners also argued that the process of
searching for documents violated the conﬆitutional guarantee againﬆ compelled self-incrimination.
Utilising American jurisprudence, the Petitioners
argued that the scope of Article 20(3) should not
be limited to oral teﬆimony, but also documentary
teﬆimony. The Petitioners argued that searches
were a subﬆitute for compelled production on
summons, and therefore would be a form of
compelled teﬆimony prohibited by Article 20(3).
To subﬆantiate this argument, the petitioners
relied upon decisions of the US Supreme Court
interpreting the Fourth Amendment of the
US Conﬆitution.
Decision
The Court rejected the contention of the Petitioners that the right to acquire, hold and dispose of
property was infringed upon by the search and
seizure process. The Court observed that the act of
conducting the search did not deprive a person of
the enjoyment of their property. Further, the Court
noted that though seizures did involve taking

away property from the aﬀected person, it was
only a temporary and limited measure, and the
State would be well within its powers to seize
items discovered during a search. It was further
noted that seizures were only temporary disruptions of the right to property and therefore would
not amount to an infringement of the fundamental right.
The Court then delved into the queﬆion relating
to the right of protection againﬆ self-incrimination guaranteed under Article 20(3). It examined
the theoretical arguments in favour of and againﬆ
the exiﬆence of self-discrimination and noted that
the exiﬆence of the right encourages the police to
carry out active inveﬆigations inﬆead of solely

3

relying on confessions. Given this background,
the Court observed that the right should not be
narrowly read and conﬁned to its literal meaning,
and rather a liberal deﬁnition should be used
which would advance the intent of the fundamental right. It noted that Article 20(3) uses the term
“to be a witness” and not “to appear as a witness”,
and therefore the protection againﬆ compelled
teﬆimony did not simply apply to oral teﬆimony,
but would include the compelled production of
documents. Further, it was observed that under
evidence law, one could be a witness by methods
other than giving oral evidence, through production of documents. Therefore, the Court held that
Article 20(3) would apply to the production
of documents as well as oral teﬆimony.

The Court noted that the power of search and
seizure was an integral part of the powers of the
State, as it was necessary in order to maintain law
and order. It was observed that since the framers
of the Conﬆitution chose not to subject ﬆatutory
provisions to the fundamental right of privacy it
would be incorrect for the Court to import it in
without juﬆiﬁcation. Therefore, the Court held
that the State’s power to eﬀect searches and
seizures was conﬆitutional.

However, the Court disagreed with the Petitioner’s contention that search and seizure was a subﬆitute for summons, as it noted that during the
process of a search and seizure, the warrant was
addressed to a government oﬃcial, not the owner
of the premises. Therefore, the accused had no role
to play during the search in producing evidence. It
was the action of the government oﬃcial which
produced evidence, rather than the accused being
compelled to give evidence. The Petitioners had
argued that the search and seizure of documents
amounted to compelled production which violated Article 20(3) and had relied upon decisions of
the US Supreme Court interpreting the Fourth
Amendment of the US Conﬆitution. The Court
rejected this argument as it observed that the Conﬆitution of India did not have a fundamental right
to privacy analogous to that of the Fourth Amendment of the US Conﬆitution. The Court refused to
import the principles of the Fourth Amendment in
the form of right to privacy.
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OPINIONS DISSENT

The majority held that unlawful intrusion
into the home violated personal liberty under
Article 21 and also opined that the right to
privacy was not guaranteed in the
Constitution. The minority held that the right
to privacy was an essential ingredient of
personal liberty under Article 21.

* by Juﬆice KS Puttaswamy vs.

Union of India, (2017) 10 SCC 1.

1 opinion by
Justice N. R. Ayyangar on behalf of
Chief Justice B. P. Sinha,
Justice J. R. Mudholkar,
Justice S. J. Imam and himself,
and 1 dissenting opinion by
Justice K. S. Rao on behalf of
Justice J.C. Shah and himself.
7

“(...) the right to personal liberty takes in not only a right
to be free from reﬆrictions placed on his movements, but
also free from encroachments on his private life. It is true
our Conﬆitution does not expressly declare a right to
privacy as a fundamental right, but the said right is an
essential ingredient of personal liberty. Every democratic
country sanctiﬁes domeﬆic life; it is expected to give him
reﬆ, physical happiness, peace of mind and security. In
the laﬆ resort, a person's house, where he lives with his
family, is his "caﬆle" : it is his rampart againﬆ
encroachment on his personal liberty.” [Minority Judgment]

T

his was the ﬁrﬆ case before the Indian
Supreme Court that recognised the right
to privacy in any form. In this case, the
majority judgment by the Supreme Court invalidated Regulation 236(b) of the U.P. Police Regulations that permitted nightly domiciliary visits by
policemen to persons classiﬁed as habitual criminals. In doing so, the Court noted that the U.P.
Police Regulations were not legislations but had
been promulgated by the executive, and therefore
could not reﬆrict fundamental rights under Part
III of the Conﬆitution. The Court further noted
that the domiciliary visits amounted to unauthorized intrusion into a person’s home and were in
violation of the concept of ordered liberty and
dignity of the individual, and therefore contravened the right to life and personal liberty
guaranteed under Article 21.

8

However, the Court upheld other surveillance
clauses of Regulation 236 on the ground that the
right to privacy was not guaranteed under the
Conﬆitution and that other actions of the police
observing his movements could not be said to
impose a physical reﬆriction on the rights of the
Petitioner under Article 19. The minority judgment took a broader view, and recognised the
right to privacy as an essential ingredient of
personal liberty under Article 21. It further considered the psychological impact of conﬆant surveillance on the actions of the person being surveilled,
and held the entire Regulation unconﬆitutional.

Facts
Kharak Singh, the Petitioner was released from an
inveﬆigation of dacoity for lack of evidence againﬆ him, but the U.P. Police opened a ‘hiﬆory sheet’
againﬆ him under Chapter 20 of the U.P. Police
Regulations. These Regulations allowed surveillance on individuals who were habitual criminals
or were considered likely to become habitual
criminals. The police conducted surveillance as
per Regulation 236 of the U.P. Police Regulations,
which involved secret picketing of Petitioner’s
house, nightly domiciliary visits, periodic inquiries by oﬃcers as well as tracking and veriﬁcationof his movements. The Petitioner challenged the
conﬆitutionality of Chapter 20 of the U.P. Police
Regulations that allowed police oﬃcials to conduct this nature of surveillance upon him.
Issue
A) Whether “surveillance” under the impugned
Chapter 20 of U.P. Police Regulations conﬆituted an infringement of fundamental rights guaranteed by Part III of the Conﬆitution.

Arguments
The Petitioner argued that all the clauses of Regulation 236 violated his conﬆitutional freedom ‘to
move freely throughout the territory of India’
guaranteed under Article 19(1)(d) and ‘personal
liberty’ under Article 21. He argued that shadowing of a person obﬆructed his ‘free movement’
and could induce psychological inhibitions.
The Respondent-State argued that the Regulations
were not unconﬆitutional as they did not violate

any fundamental rights. In arguendo, they claimed
that even if they did violate fundamental rights,
the Regulations were framed “in the intereﬆ of the
general public and public order” and allowed the
police to perform their duties eﬃciently, and
therefore, qualiﬁed as ‘reasonable reﬆrictions’ on
fundamental rights.
Decision
The Court at the outset noted that the Regulations
were executive and not legislative in nature as
they did not have any ﬆatutory basis, whether
delegated or otherwise. Since the Regulations
were departmental inﬆructions framed for the
guidance of police oﬃcers, they neither conﬆituted law as required within the meaning of ‘procedure eﬆablished by law’ in Article 21 nor did they
satisfy the teﬆ laid out in Articles 19(2)-(6). Therefore, the Respondent would not be able to make
use of the protection of ‘reasonable reﬆrictions’
if the Regulations were found to violate fundamental rights as that defence was reserved for duly
made ‘law’.
The Court considered the conﬆitutionality of all
the clauses of Regulation 236. With regard to
clause (a), authorising secret picketing of the
houses of suspects, and clauses (c), (d) and (e),
which were meant to maintain records of shadowing of hiﬆory-sheeters, the Court held that
keeping a watch over a suspect and secretly
recording their activities did not impede movement in physical terms and that a psychological
barrier to action was not protected by Article
19(1)(d). Further, it also did not deprive the
suspect of his ‘personal liberty’ within the meaning of Article 21.

9

With regard to clause (b), which provided for
nightly domiciliary visits of the hiﬆory-sheeters,
the Court discussed whether intrusion into a
citizen’s house conﬆituted a violation of Articles
19(1)(d) or 21. The Court found that Article
19(1)(d) was not infringed as it did not cover
psychological inhibition, but physical movement,
which had not been impaired. While analysing
Article 21, the Court examined the width, scope
and content of the term ‘personal liberty’, and
reviewed several US Supreme Court cases in this
context. It referred to the judgment of Juﬆice Field
in Munn vs. Illinois ((1877) 94 U.S. 113), and
aﬃrmed its observation that "life" in the Fifth and
Fourteenth amendments of the U.S. Conﬆitution
corresponding to Article 21 “means not merely the
right to the continuance of a person's animal of
exiﬆence, but a right to the possession of each of
his organs - his arms and legs etc”, and Juﬆice
Frankfurter in Wolf vs. Colorado ((1949) 338 U.S.
25), which held that “security of one's privacy
againﬆ arbitrary inﬆruction by the police...is basic
to a free society” and it is “implicit in 'the concept
of ordered liberty’”. It also alluded to the Fourth
Amendment to the US Conﬆitution, which encapsulates the “right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and eﬀects, againﬆ unreasonable searches and seizures” and noted that the
Indian Conﬆitution lacked a corresponding provision. While discussing the concepts related to
personal liberty, the Court also alluded to the
English common law maxim that “every man’s
house is his caﬆle”.
Further, the Court analysed the relationship
between the ‘liberties’ in Articles 19(1) and 21, and
found that while Article 19(1) dealt with particular species or attributes of freedom, “the term ‘personal liberty’ is used in Art. 21 as a compendious
term”, which took in and comprised the residue. It
10

observed that the term ‘personal liberty’ intends
to promote the conﬆitutional objective mentioned
in the Preamble to the Conﬆitution of assuring the
dignity of the individual. On the basis of the
above discussion, the Court found that clause (b)
fell afoul of Article 21, and ﬆruck down Regulation 236(b), which authorised domiciliary visits.
However, it upheld the reﬆ of the Chapter 20 of
the U.P. Police Regulations, as attempts to surveil
the movements of an individual only invaded his
privacy, and that “the right of privacy is not a guaranteed right under our Conﬆitution”.
However, the minority opinion noted that “It is
true our Conﬆitution does not expressly declare a
right to privacy as a fundamental right, but the
said right is an essential ingredient of personal liberty.” It further noted that “nothing is
more deleterious to a man's physical happiness
and health than a calculated interference with his
privacy”, and referred to the observations of
Juﬆice Frankfurter in Wolf vs. Colorado, to reiterate
the importance of securing the privacy of a person
againﬆ arbitrary intrusion by the police.
It held that the term ‘personal liberty’ was wide
enough to take in a right to be free from restrictions, placed directly or indirectly on
his movements.
Further, the minority held the entire Regulation to
be unconﬆitutional and not juﬆ Regulation
236(b), on grounds of infringing both Articles
19(1)(d) and 21, and observed that the attempt to
dissect the act of surveillance into diﬀerent consequences was unjuﬆiﬁed as all the sub-clauses of
the Regulation 236 were adopted for the same
purpose. Moreover, it found that the Regulation
236 violated freedom of expression under Article
19(1)(a), as it prevented a person from expressing
their real and intimate thoughts.

11
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The Supreme Court for the first time
extensively discussed the right to privacy
under Articles 19(1)(d) and 21 of the
Constitution in the context of police surveillance. The Court did not explicitly read the
right to privacy into Articles 19(1)(d) or 21 but
made a strong case for the existence of the
right, observing that privacy is an essential
facet of enjoyment of other constitutional
freedoms and liberties.

1 opinion by
Justice K.K. Mathew on behalf of
Justice P.K. Goswami,
Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer and himself.
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Facts

“There can be no doubt that privacy-dignity claims deserve
to be examined with care and to be denied only when an
important countervailing intereﬆ is shown to be superior.
If the Court does ﬁnd that a claimed right is entitled to
protection as a fundamental privacy right, a law
infringing it muﬆ satisfy the compelling ﬆate intereﬆ
teﬆ. Then the queﬆion would be whether a ﬆate intereﬆ
is of such paramount importance as would juﬆify an
infringement of the right.”

I

n this case, a three Judge Bench of the
Supreme Court for the ﬁrﬆ time extensively
discussed the right to privacy under Articles
19(1)(d) and 21 of the Conﬆitution in the context
of police surveillance. The writ petition
challenged the validity of Regulations 855 and 856
of the Madhya Pradesh Police Regulations made
by the Government under the Police Act, 1961
(Police Act) that permitted domiciliary visits and
other forms of surveillance of individuals with
criminal hiﬆory.
The Court did not explicitly read the right to privacy into Articles 19(1)(d) or 21 but made a ﬆrong
case for the exiﬆence of the right, observing that

14

privacy was an essential facet of enjoyment of
other conﬆitutional freedoms and liberties. While
they discussed the right to privacy as an independent fundamental right, the Court noted that it
could not be absolute and would be subjected to
reasonable reﬆrictions including in furtherance of
a superior countervailing intereﬆ that satisﬁed the
compelling ﬆate intereﬆ teﬆ. The Court
dismissed the writ petition and upheld the validity of the impugned regulations on the ground that
they were validly enacted, and conﬆituted reasonable reﬆrictions under Article 19(5). But in doing
so, it canalised the powers of police oﬃcials under
the Regulations and observed that they were
“verging perilously near unconﬆitutionality”.

This writ petition challenged the validity of Regulations 855 and 856 of the Madhya Pradesh Police
Regulations, made by the Government of Madhya
Pradesh under Section 46(2)(c) of the Police Act.
The Petitioner’s grievance was that he had been
deemed a habitual oﬀender based on several criminal cases ﬁled againﬆ him, which were allegedly
false. Because of this, a hiﬆory sheet was opened
againﬆ him and he was being consiﬆently surveilled. The Petitioner alleged that the police had
been making frequent domiciliary visits, secretly
picketing his residence and harassing him. The
Petitioner argued that such surveillance violated
his fundamental rights under Articles 19(1)(d) and
21 of the Conﬆitution.
Issue
A) Whether Regulations 855 and 856 of the
Madhya Pradesh Police Regulations were
unconﬆitutional.
Arguments
The State argued that the Petitioner had been
charged and convicted in several criminal cases,
and was a dangerous criminal whose conduct was
evidence of his intention to lead a criminal life. It
was thus necessary, in public intereﬆ, to put him
under surveillance in order to prevent him from
committing oﬀences.
The Petitioner submitted that he had been implicated in several false cases and had been acquitted
in all but two. The Petitioner further submitted
that the impugned regulations were not framed

under any provision of the Police Act, because
Section 46(2)(c) only permitted framing regulations to give eﬀect to any provision of the Act and
the regulations in queﬆion were not made for any
such purpose. The Petitioner, in arguendo, submitted that even if they were lawfully made, they
muﬆ be declared void as violative of Petitioner’s
fundamental rights under Articles 19(1)(d) and 21.
Decision
The Court dismissed the Petitioner’s ﬁrﬆ submission, as surveillance with the purpose of preventing further commission of oﬀence was in furtherance of the objects of the Police Act. On the second
queﬆion, the Court discussed the concept of privacy and personal liberty extensively.
The Court ﬁrﬆ observed that the Bench in Kharak
Singh vs. State of U.P. (AIR 1963 SC 1295) had
upheld the conﬆitutionality of Regulation 236 of
the UP Police Regulations (which was in pari
materia with Regulation 856), but had held that
domiciliary visits under Regulation 236(b) were
unconﬆitutional. This was because it conﬆrued
‘personal liberty’ under Article 21 to cover liberty,
freedom and protection from intrusion in one’s
own house. The Court also speciﬁcally discussed
Juﬆice K.S. Rao’s minority judgment in Kharak
Singh, which read the right to privacy into Article
21. Juﬆice K.S. Rao had held that domiciliary
visits not only violated the freedom of unreﬆricted movement under Article 19(1)(d), but also
conﬆituted an interference with the right to privacy and impeded an individual’s enjoyment of
their right under Article 21.
The Court also cited the U.S. Supreme Court’s
decisions in Griswold vs. Connecticut (381 U.S. 479),
which held that banning dissemination of
15

information and advice on contraception was violative of the right to privacy of married people,
and Roe vs. Wade (410 U.S. 113), which protected a
woman’s right to abortion and held that while privacy wasn’t explicitly enshrined in the US Conﬆitution, protection of certain personal spaces and
ideals was protected. Both cases, as the Court observed, made reference to “penumbral” rights emanating from the Bill of Rights and other Conﬆitutional provisions. The Court further discussed
how these personal spaces corresponded to
“private aﬀairs”, which are essential to the pursuit
of happiness and enjoyment of liberty envisaged
by the Conﬆitution.
The Court observed that privacy-dignity claims
could only be denied when an “important countervailing intereﬆ is shown to be superior” and the
law infringing the right to privacy “muﬆ satisfy
the compelling ﬆate intereﬆ teﬆ”. Accordingly,
the right to privacy could only be interfered with
in furtherance of a compelling and permissible
State intereﬆ, which was of such importance that
it could juﬆify infringement of a right. The Court
held that even if it was assumed that the freedoms
under Article 19 and Article 21 gave rise to a distinct fundamental right of privacy, this right could
not be absolute and would be subject to reﬆrictions on the basis of the compelling public intereﬆ
teﬆ as under Article 19(5). For this, the Court also
relied on the example of Article 8 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, which recognized
the right to privacy but also allowed for reasonable reﬆrictions on its enjoyment.

suming that the right to privacy was enshrined in
Article 21, it could only be reﬆricted by a procedure eﬆablished by ‘law’. Regulation 856 had the
“force of law” and thus fell within the caveat allowing abrogation of the right to life and liberty under
Article 21. The queﬆion then was of whether the
regulation amounted to an unreasonable reﬆriction under Article 19(5). In this evaluation, the
Court upheld the impugned Regulation by reading it narrowly, in order to save it from unconﬆitutionality. This narrow interpretation was such that
the eﬀects of the Regulations were to be conﬁned
to a limited class of citizens determined to lead a
criminal life, and excluded those who were trying
to earn an honeﬆ livelihood (even if they had a
criminal hiﬆory). Domiciliary visits were to be limited to inﬆances of a danger to community security, and not frequent or routine check-ups. Further,
the Court advised the ﬆate to revise the Regulations while noting that they were on the verge of
being unconﬆitutional, as they did not sit well
with the ‘essence of personal freedoms’. The
Court upheld the validity of the impugned regulations by interpreting their eﬀects narrowly.

Based on the discussions above, it was held that
domiciliary visits would not automatically amount to an unreasonable reﬆriction on the Petitioner’s privacy. In this case, the Court held that presuming that the right to privacy is enshrined in
16
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The questions raised in this case were
primarily regarding the entry of persons into
surveillance registers maintained by the police,
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“[S]urveillance may be intrusive and it may so seriously
encroach on the privacy of a citizen as to infringe his
fundamental right to personal liberty guaranteed by
Article 21 of the Conﬆitution and the freedom of
movement guaranteed by Article 19(1)(d). That cannot
be permitted.”

A

lthough the queﬆions raised in this
special leave petition were primarily
regarding the entry of persons into
surveillance regiﬆers maintained by the police,
the Supreme Court in this petition also considered
the validity of certain types of surveillance under
the Punjab Police Rules (the Rules) vis à vis
conﬆitutional freedoms.
The Bench recognized that there exiﬆs a need to
balance the State’s aim of preventing crime and
ensuring public safety with conﬆitutional
freedoms under Article 21 and Article 19(1)(d),
and held that police surveillance could not

20
1

intrude upon the personal liberty, dignity and
privacy of an individual. Further, it noted that
while crime prevention was a valid public
intereﬆ, surveillance for this purpose should not
conﬆitute an ‘illegal interference’ with another
individual’s life. Surveillance muﬆ be reasonably
limited to allow full actualisation of an individual’s fundamental rights. In this case, it was
suggeﬆed that surveillance would be adequately
limited if it was discreet, unobtrusive, conﬁned
only to the people whose names were validly
entered into the surveillance regiﬆer and limited
to the purpose of prevention of crime.

Facts

Arguments

The Appellants claimed that they were law-abiding citizens of Amritsar, but due to political
enmity with a Congress MLA, they had been falsely implicated in some criminal cases. Their names
were entered in a surveillance regiﬆer with a
police ﬆation in Amritsar, following which they
would be harassed frequently by being called to
the police ﬆation or being involved in inveﬆigations without cause. This petition originated from
an appeal preferred againﬆ the judgment of the
High Court of Punjab and Haryana, which dismissed the writ petitions ﬁled by the Appellants,
Malak Singh and Jaswant Singh who were seeking
the removal of their names from the surveillance
regiﬆer maintained with the police. The surveillance regiﬆer was maintained in accordance with
Rule 23.4 of the Rules. Rule 23.7 further prescribed
that police surveillance would comprise of “close
watch over the movements of the person under
surveillance, by Police Oﬃcers, Village headmen
and village watchmen as may be applicable without any illegal interference [emphasis supplied].”

It was the case of the respondents that the Appel-

Issues
A) Whether a person was entitled to be given an
opportunity to show cause before his name
was included in the surveillance regiﬆer; and
B) Whether there exiﬆed a reasonable ground for
the Appellants to be included in the surveillance regiﬆer.

lants were opium smugglers and habitual oﬀenders, as indicated by conﬁdential hiﬆory sheets,
due to which their names were entered in the
surveillance regiﬆer.
The Appellants submitted that there was no juﬆiﬁcation for entering their names in the regiﬆer of
surveillance as there was no proof that they were
habitual oﬀenders of the nature alleged. They
further submitted that surveillance was a serious
encroachment on the liberty of citizens and
therefore, it was necessary that a person should be
given an opportunity to show cause before their
names were included in the regiﬆer, without
which such action would be bad in law.
Decision
The Supreme Court observed that while the prevention of crime was of utmoﬆ importance, the
means for prevention of crime muﬆ be within the
contours of the right to personal liberty guaranteed under Article 21 and the right to freedom of
movement under Article 19(1)(d) of the Conﬆitution. It attempted to balance the two intereﬆs,
holding that while it might be necessary to surveil
habitual or potential oﬀenders in order to prevent
organized crime, such surveillance could not be so
intrusive that it infringes upon conﬆitutionally
guaranteed freedoms including the right to privacy.
21

The Court cited Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights to buttress the need to
protect private and home life, and therefore
personal dignity and liberty. This, it observed, was
recognized by the Rules 23.7 of the Punjab Police
Rules itself, which provide that “(p)ermissible
surveillance is only to the extent of a close watch
over the movements of the person under surveillance and no more.”
The Court noted that surveillance muﬆ ﬆrictly be
of people who were legitimately liﬆed in the
surveillance regiﬆer, and for the purpose of crime
prevention. Excessive surveillance falling beyond
the limits prescribed by the Rules would entitle a
citizen to the court’s protection.

22

The Court further held that there was no right to
be heard prior to entry into a surveillance regiﬆer,
because such regiﬆers, by their nature, were
conﬁdential documents that should not be
publicized. However. when an entry into the
regiﬆer was challenged, the Superintendent of
Police may be called upon to demonﬆrate
grounds for a reasonable belief that the persons
whose names were entered into the regiﬆer were
habitual oﬀenders. In the present case, the Court
held that the facts and relevant records were
suﬃcient to satisfy the Court that such a reasonable belief exiﬆed. Accordingly, the Court
dismissed the appeals, subject to the aforementioned observations regarding the mode and
limits of surveillance.
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The Supreme Court held that restitution of
conjugal rights did not constitute an invasion
of marital privacy by the Government.

1 opinion by
Justice S. Mukherjee on behalf of
Justice S. M. F. Ali and himself.
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Issues

“…when the court has decreed reﬆitution for conjugal
rights ….It serves a social purpose as an aid to the
prevention of break-up of marriage. It cannot be viewed
in the manner the learned single judge of Andhra
Pradesh High Court has viewed it and we are therefore
unable to accept the position that Section 9 of the said
Act is violative of Article 14 or Article 21 of the
Conﬆitution if the purpose of the decree for reﬆitution of
conjugal rights in the said Act is underﬆood in its proper
perspective and if the method of its execution in cases of
disobedience is kept in view.”

S

aroj Rani was a landmark case that overruled the Andhra Pradesh High Court in T.
Sareetha vs. Venkata Subbaiah (AIR 1983 AP
356) and aﬃrmed the Delhi High Court judgment
of Smt. Harvinder Kaur vs. Harmander Singh
Choudhry (AIR 1984 Delhi 66). The Supreme Court
upheld the conﬆitutionality of the right to reﬆitution of conjugal rights under Section 9 of the
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 (HMA), which was considered violative of the fundamental right to
privacy in T. Sareetha.

26

The Supreme Court here observed that reﬆitution
of conjugal rights oﬀered a husband and wife the
opportunity to settle any issues amicably and thus
served a social purpose as an aid to the prevention
of break-up of marriage. The Court ﬆated that Section 9 did not mandate sexual cohabitation
because conjugality went beyond mere procreation and sexual relations. The grounds considered by the Single Judge decision in T. Sareetha
(i.e., that reﬆitution of conjugal rights infringed
upon women’s sexual autonomy, freedom to procreate and to act by their private choice) were not
accepted by the Court.

Facts
The Appellant, i.e. the wife, was allegedly
maltreated and thrown out of their marital home
by the Respondent i.e. the husband, two years
after their marriage and after the birth of their
second daughter. Thereafter, the Appellant ﬁled a
suit for reﬆitution of conjugal rights under Section
9 of the HMA before the sub-judge 1ﬆ class, who
passed a consent decree. While the Appellant
claimed that she had brieﬂy cohabited with the
Respondent following the decree, this was not
believed by subsequent courts. The Respondent
after one year ﬁled for divorce under Section 13 of
the HMA before the diﬆrict judge, on the ground
that a year had lapsed since the consent decree
was passed, but no cohabitation had taken place
between the parties. The diﬆrict judge dismissed
the divorce petition because the decree for reﬆitution of conjugal rights was a consent decree,
following which the Respondent ﬁled an appeal
before the High Court, where the Single Judge
referred the matter to the Chief Juﬆice. He requeﬆed the Chief Juﬆice to conﬆitute a Division Bench
to consider the queﬆion of whether a decree for
reﬆitution of conjugal rights could be passed with
the consent of the parties. The Division Bench held
that the consent decree could not be termed as
collusive and granted the Respondent the decree
of divorce. The Appellant preferred an appeal
before the Supreme Court.

A) Whether the Respondent was entitled to the
decree of divorce although he failed to comply
with the consent decree for reﬆitution of
conjugal rights; and
B) Whether Section 9 of the HMA violated Article
14 and Article 21 of the Conﬆitution.

Arguments
The Appellant argued that the Respondent always
intended to divorce her, and thus did not object to
the decree for reﬆitution of conjugal rights with
the view to dishonor it and ultimately be granted
a divorce on those grounds. She contended that
the Respondent should not have been allowed to
take advantage of his “wrong” as per Section 23 of
the HMA and thus should not have been granted
the decree for divorce. The Appellant also drew
attention to the case of T. Sareetha, which held
reﬆitution of conjugal rights as unconﬆitutional
as it violated the right to privacy of choice and
autonomy under Article 21 of the Conﬆitution.
Decision
The Court rejected the Appellant’s contention as
the aforementioned arguments were not in the
pleadings, and the facts averred were contrary to
those presented before the lower courts. The
Appellant had ﬁrﬆ alleged that she had cohabited
with the Respondent for two days, but later
denied this while ﬆating that the Respondent
purposely disobeyed the consent decree for the
purpose of obtaining the decree for divorce. The
Court held this contradiction to be fatal to the
Appellant’s case.
27

Further, while the Appellant had not previously
raised this plea, the Court considered the queﬆion
of the conﬆitutionality of Section 9 of the HMA
that gives a party the right to ﬁle a suit for reﬆitution of conjugal rights vis-à-vis the right to privacy.
In the course of determining this queﬆion, the
Court analysed T. Sareetha’s case, which had held
that Section 9 of the HMA violated the right to privacy and human dignity under Article 21 of the
Conﬆitution and was thus void. It considered
courts’ interference in mandating compulsory
cohabitation a gross violation of personal choice
and autonomy and observed that a decree for reﬆitution of conjugal rights denied the woman sexual
autonomy and the free choice of procreation, thereby denying her privacy over her moﬆ intimate
decisions. Though the right under Section 9 of the
HMA was equally available to both husband and
wife, the High Court in T. Sareetha observed that it
was moﬆly used by men and thus diﬀerentially
and adversely impacted women.
The Court noted that the judgment of the Delhi
High Court in Harvinder Kaur disagreed with the
view taken by the Andhra Pradesh High Court in
T. Sareetha. The Delhi High Court held that Section
9 of the HMA did not violate Articles 21 or 14. It
noted that the purpose of reﬆitution of conjugal
rights was to reﬆore matrimonial harmony and
not to enforce sexual cohabitation, and that sexual
intercourse was not the only element of conjugal
rights under Section 9 of the HMA.

28

The Supreme Court considered both the views
and held that Section 9 of the HMA did not violate
Article 21. It considered the technical deﬁnition of
conjugal “of or pertaining to marriage or to
husband and wife in their relations to each other”,
and thus sided with Harvinder Kaur in observing
that matrimonial consortium did not necessitate
sexual cohabitation. Although the Court did not
explicitly discuss the right to privacy, in overruling T. Sareetha, it suggeﬆed that enforcing Section
9 of the HMA did not conﬆitute a breach of privacy. Further, it held that the social purpose of
preserving the sanctity of marriage was enough to
balance any possible conﬆitutional assailment.
The Court noted that the remedy for failure
to obey a decree for reﬆitution of conjugal
rights was attachment of property, but not
speciﬁc performance.
The Court thus granted the Respondent the decree
for divorce, and ordered him to pay maintenance
to the wife until she remarried and for the daughter up till her marriage.
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The Court observed that the character
of a woman cannot adversely affect the
sanctity of her testimony. It stated that even
an unchaste woman has the right to protect her
person along with a corresponding right to be
protected by law in case her privacy
is violated.
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Facts

“Even a woman of easy virtue is entitled to privacy and
no one can invade her privacy as and when he likes. So
also it is not open to any and every person to violate her
person as and when he wishes. She is entitled to protect
her person if there is an attempt to violate it againﬆ her
wish. She is equally entitled to the protection of law.”

T

his case was a special leave petition
against an order by the High Court of
Bombay, Nagpur Bench, setting aside an
order removing the Respondent from service. The
Respondent was a police inspector who was accused of the attempted rape of Banubi, a woman
of allegedly ‘easy’ virtue. Banubi had filed a complaint against the Respondent and in the course of
investigation admitted to being in a relationship
with another man while married.
The departmental enquiry found the Respondent
guilty of perverse conduct and ordered his dismissal from service, but the High Court quashed
the removal order as they believed it was unsafe
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to rely on the testimony of a woman of ‘doubtful
reputation’ such as Banubi, and that the Respondent had not been provided necessary documents
to meet the charges against him.
The Supreme Court set aside the order of the High
Court and decided that there was sufficient evidence to corroborate Banubi’s testimony. The
Court observed that the character of a woman
could not adversely affect the sanctity of her testimony. It stated that even an unchaste woman has
the right to protect her person along with a corresponding right to be protected by law in case her
privacy is violated.

The Respondent was a police inspector when he allegedly visited the hutment of a woman called
Banubi and made forceful attempts to have sexual
intercourse with her. She resiﬆed the attempt and
later, made a written complaint againﬆ the Respondent, who averred that he was carrying out a
prohibition raid at her residence, and some liquor
was found at a location near her hutment.
Following Banubi’s complaint, a departmental inquiry was conducted. The grounds included the
Respondent’s attempt at having forceful sexual intercourse with Banubi, and the alleged fabrication
of documents to prove that he was conducting a
prohibition raid in order to cover up his crime. In
the course of inveﬆigation, Banubi admitted to
being in a relationship with another man
while married.
The departmental enquiry found the Respondent
guilty of “perverse conduct” and ordered his removal from service. The Respondent ﬁled a writ
with the High Court of Bombay, Nagpur Bench,
which set aside the order of removal for reasons including, inter alia, the fact that Banubi’s moral
character was doubtful. The High Court’s order
was appealed before the Supreme Court.
Issues
A) Whether the High Court was juﬆiﬁed in disbelieving the teﬆimony of Banubi in arriving at
an assessment of the Respondent’s guilt; and

B) Whether the Respondent was provided with
suﬃcient material to meet the charges
againﬆ him.

Decision
The Supreme Court, in evaluating the case hiﬆory,
noted that there was ﬆrong evidence and reasoning to support the order of removal, including the
fact that it was unlikely that Banubi, who had an
unfavourable reputation, would make a false complaint againﬆ a police oﬃcer and thus incur the
wrath of the police force. They found that Banubi’s teﬆimony was further corroborated by evidence and the case sought to be made out by the
Respondent suﬀered from several inﬁrmities, including the shifting teﬆimony of two police conﬆables who had allegedly accompanied him on
the raid. The Court also considered the fact that in
the cross examination of Banubi and her husband,
no serious inﬁrmity could be brought out. The
Court therefore disagreed with the High Court
that it was diﬃcult to make out a case for the Respondent’s guilt on the basis of evidence provided. The Supreme Court further found that the
High Court had entered into a reconsideration of
the evidence placed before them, even though
such an exercise was beyond their jurisdiction.
On the queﬆion of privacy and reliance to be
placed on the teﬆimony of a victim of assault, the
Court noted that even a woman of “easy virtue is
entitled to her privacy” and that it would not be
open to any person to violate her private space.
The Supreme Court diﬀered from the High
Court’s assessment, which dismissed Banubi’s evidence on the grounds that she was an unchaﬆe
woman and could not be believed to the extent of
ruining a public oﬃcer’s career and noted that she
had been honeﬆ about her antecedents. The Supreme Court accordingly set aside the High
Court’s order and reinﬆated the order dismissing
the Respondent from service.
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“The right to privacy is implicit in the right to life and
liberty guaranteed to the citizens of this country by
Article 21. It is a "right to be let alone". A citizen has a
right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family,
marriage, procreation, motherhood, child-bearing and education among other matters. None can publish anything
concerning the above matters without his consent—
whether truthful or otherwise and whether laudatory or
critical. If he does so, he would be violating the right to
privacy of the person concerned and would be liable in an
action for damages. Position may, however, be diﬀerent,
if a person voluntarily thruﬆs himself into controversy
or voluntarily invites or raises a controversy.”

T

his case dealt with questions concerning
the freedom of press vis-à-vis the right to
privacy. The Petitioners ran a magazine,
which announced that they would be publishing
Auto Shankar’s autobiography, which reportedly
revealed his connections with several IAS, IPS and
other officials. Auto Shankar was at that time a
prisoner convicted of several murders. The Inspector General of Prisons wrote a letter requesting the Petitioners to refrain from publishing the
autobiography on several grounds, including that
the autobiography was not authentic.
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The Petitioners approached the Supreme Court to
protect their right to publication. The Supreme
Court ruled that the Petitioners had the right to
publish the autobiography, even without the prisoner’s consent, to the extent it was based on
public records and noted that the State could not
impose prior restrictions on the likelihood of autobiography being defamatory; a remedy for defamation would only arise post publication. The
Court also discussed the right to privacy in some
detail, referencing US and British jurisprudence in
addition to Indian precedent, and concluded that

the implicit right to privacy flowing from Article
21 could be limited in case a public controversy
was voluntarily raised by the person whose right
to privacy was said to be infringed or in case the
publication of information was based on facts
forming part of the public record. However, this
rule was subjected to further limitations in the
interest of decency under Article 19(2). The right
to privacy was made inaccessible to public officials for acts and conduct relevant to discharge of
their public duties, unless false statements were
made with reckless disregard for the truth or were
malicious and the occasion for an action furthering the right to privacy would arise only subsequent to a violation, not preemptively.
Facts
The Petitioners, editors of a Tamil weekly magazine entitled Nakkheeran, intended to publish the
autobiography of Auto Shankar, a convicted serial
killer. The autobiography reportedly revealed the
prisoner’s connections with several State oﬃcials.
The Inspector General of Prisons issued a warning
letter to the Petitioners ﬆating that Auto Shankar
had not written the autobiography and if it was
published, legal action would be initiated againﬆ
the Petitioners. The Petitioners claimed that Auto
Shankar wrote his autobiography while conﬁned
in jail and had requeﬆed his advocate to publish it
in the Petitioners’ magazine. The Petitioners apprehended that the oﬃcials would interfere with the
publication and in order to reﬆrain them, the Petitioners ﬁled a writ petition before the Madras
High Court to safeguard their freedom to print the
autobiography which they claimed was guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of the Conﬆitution.
The Single Judge dismissed the petition because
of objections relating to maintainability and the
matter came before the Supreme Court.

Issues
A) Whether any person could prevent another
person from writing his life-ﬆory or biography if such unauthorised writing infringes
the person's right to privacy;
B) Whether the press was entitled to publish an
unauthorised account of a person's life by
virtue of the freedom of press guaranteed by
Article 19(1)(a), and in case such publication
leads to infringement of the right to privacy
or defamation, were there any remedies
available ;
C) Whether the State or the public oﬃcials could
maintain an action for defamation and place
prior reﬆraint on the press to prevent publication of defamatory material; and
D) Whether prison oﬃcials were entitled to act
on behalf of a prisoner and prevent the publication of the life-ﬆory of a prisoner in order to
protect his rights.
Arguments
The Petitioners argued that Auto Shankar had requeﬆed his advocate to get his autobiography published in the Petitioners’ magazine and had executed a power of attorney in favour of his advocate
for this purpose. They further argued that the announcement of the publication of the autobiography unsettled several oﬃcials because it revealed
the connections between the prisoner and various
State oﬃcials. The Petitioners submitted that the
prisoner had the right to get his life ﬆory published and that they had the right to publish his autobiography under Article 19(1)(a). They also submitted that they had reason to believe that the
prison authorities may take ﬆeps to harass them.
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of privacy; and the principle laid down in New
York Times Co. vs. Sullivan ([1954] 376 U.S. 254),
which emphasised the freedom of press and held
that citizens have a legitimate and subﬆantial
intereﬆ in the conduct of public oﬃcials / ﬁgures
and that the freedom of press extends to engaging
in uninhibited debate about the involvement of
public oﬃcials / ﬁgures in public issues
and events.
Further, the Court denied the State a right to
impose a prior reﬆriction on the proposed publication, while referring to New York Times vs. United
States ([1971] 40 U.S. 713) which held that "any
syﬆem of prior reﬆraints of (freedom of) expression comes to this Court bearing a heavy presumption againﬆ its conﬆitutional validity" and that
the State "carries a heavy burden of showing juﬆiﬁcation for the imposition of such a reﬆraint". The
Court held that any remedy for defamation would
arise only after the publication. Similarly, public
oﬃcials were not entitled to act on behalf of the
prisoner and place prior reﬆraint on proposed
publication in order to safeguard the prisoner’s
right to privacy, unless the occasion for any such
action arose after the publication.

no one could publish anything referring to an individual’s private aﬀairs without the consent of the
concerned person unless it was based upon public
records. Further, it held that public oﬃcials did
not have a right to privacy or a remedy for damages with respect to the conduct involved in discharge of their oﬃcial duties. However, these
rights were subjected to various exceptions and
speciﬁcations. If a false publication was proven to
be motivated by malice or personal animosity, a
remedy for damages would be available to the
aggrieved public oﬃcial. Likewise, there would
be no remedy for violation of privacy, in case an
aggrieved person had voluntarily raised or invited a public controversy.

no one could publish anything referring to an individual’s private aﬀairs without the consent of the
concerned person unless it was based upon public
records. Further, it held that public oﬃcials did
not have a right to privacy or a remedy for damages with respect to the conduct involved in discharge of their oﬃcial duties. However, these
rights were subjected to various exceptions and
speciﬁcations. If a false publication was proven to
be motivated by malice or personal animosity, a
remedy for damages would be available to the
aggrieved public oﬃcial. Likewise, there would
be no remedy for violation of privacy, in case an
aggrieved person had voluntarily raised or invited a public controversy.

The Court allowed the petition and held that the
magazine could publish the alleged autobiography of the prisoner without his consent insofar it
was based on public records. It further cautioned
the Petitioners againﬆ invading the right to privacy of the prisoner, if they published the life ﬆory
of the prisoner.

The Court allowed the petition and held that the
magazine could publish the alleged autobiography of the prisoner without his consent insofar it
was based on public records. It further cautioned
the Petitioners againﬆ invading the right to privacy of the prisoner, if they published the life ﬆory
of the prisoner.

The Court analysed the applicability of these
global principles and extracted a range of broad
principles dealing with the right to privacy. The
Court explained that the freedom of the press
ﬂows from the freedom of speech and was subject
to reasonable reﬆrictions provided in Article
19(2), and that it was important to ﬆrike a balance
between the freedom of press and the right to privacy. For inﬆance, in the intereﬆ of decency under
Article 19(2), incidents related to sexual assault,
kidnap, abduction, etc. could not be published in
order to protect the dignity of women. The Court
held privacy to be a “right to be let alone” and that
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“Telephone-Tapping is a serious invasion of an individual's
privacy. With the growth of highly sophiﬆicated
communication technology, the right to hold telephone
conversation, in the privacy of one's home or oﬃce
without interference, is increasingly susceptible to abuse.
It is no doubt correct that every Government, howsoever
democratic, exercises some degree of sub rosa operation as
a part of its intelligence out-ﬁt but at the same time
citizen's right to privacy has to be protected from being
abused by the authorities of the day.”

T

he Supreme Court in this decision held
that phone-tapping without appropriate
safeguards, and without following legal
process, was a violation of individuals’ fundamental right to privacy. By way of this public
interest petition, the Petitioner, the People’s Union
of Civil Liberties (PUCL), challenged the constitutionality of Section 5(2) of the Indian Telegraph
Act, 1885 (the Act) for violating the right to privacy. This was in light of a report on tapping of politician’s phones published by the Central Bureau
of Investigation, showing several procedural
lapses in phone tapping conducted by Mahanagar
Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) at the request
of Government officials.
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The Court, in considering the right to privacy,
cited international instruments as well as Indian
and international jurisprudence to affirm the right
to privacy and noted that it could not be violated
except by a procedure established by law. They
further considered the fact that Section 5(2) laid
down specific situations in which phone tapping
could be conducted, but noted that procedural
safeguards for the fair and reasonable exercise of
substantive power were missing. Accordingly, the
Court did not strike down Section 5(2), but laid
down detailed guidelines for the exercise of surveillance powers by the executive in order to put a
check on the misuse of these powers and to safeguard the right to privacy. It also criticised
the lax attitude of the government in failing to
prescribe
appropriate
safeguards
despite
previous criticism.

Facts
The Petitioner i.e. PUCL, a voluntary organization, filed a public interest petition challenging the
constitutional validity of Section 5(2) of the Act,
which allowed the Central Government or the
State Government, during public emergency or
for public safety, to intercept messages if satisfied
that it is necessary or expedient so to do on various grounds including the sovereignty and integrity of India, friendly relations with foreign states
and public order. The Petitioner challenged this
section claiming it violated individuals’ right to
privacy in the wake of a report published by the
Central Bureau of Investigations on “Tapping of
Politicians Phones”.
Issues
A) Whether Section 5(2) of the Act was used to
infringe the right to privacy; and
B) Whether there was a need to read down Section 5(2) of the Act to include procedural safeguards in order to preclude arbitrariness and
prevent indiscriminate phone tapping.
Arguments
The Petitioner argued that right to privacy was a
fundamental right guaranteed under Articles
19(1) and 21 of the Constitution. The Petitioner
further contended that to save Section 5(2) of the
Act from being declared unconstitutional, it
would be necessary to read down the provisions

so as to safeguard the right to privacy and while
Section 5(2) was vital for the several state purposes, it was essential to read in procedural safeguards. The Petitioner also argued that prior judicial sanction, ex parte in nature was the only safeguard that could eliminate the element of arbitrari
ness or unreasonableness.
The Respondents, the Union of India, argued that
the striking down of Section 5(2) would injure
public interests and jeopardise the security of the
state. The Respondents further denied the allegations of misuse of power as they averred that
phone tapping can only be ordered by an officer
specifically authorized by the Central or State
Government and only under certain conditions
and was therefore sufficiently checked. They also
contended that reasons for ordering phone tapping had to be recorded and if there was misuse of
power, the aggrieved party could approach the
Government to take suitable action. Further, they
argued that the party whose telephone was to be
tapped could not be informed as it would defeat
the purpose of phone tapping and it was absolutely necessary to maintain secrecy in the matter.
Decision
The Court placed reliance on the judgments in
Kharak Singh vs. State of U.P. & Ors. (AIR 1963 SC
1295), Gobind vs. State of MP & Anr. (AIR 1975 SC
1378) and R. Rajgopal vs. State of TN (AIR 1995 SC
264) and noted that though the Indian Constitution did not expressly provide for a right to privacy, the right was a part of the right to "life" and
"personal liberty" under Article 21 which could not
be curtailed "except according to procedure established by law". It held that only a case by case
inquiry would reveal if the right had been
infringed or not.
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The Court analysed Section 5(2) and noted that
the provision clearly laid down conditions under
which interception orders could be given. The first
step under this provision was to satisfy two prerequisites, i.e. ‘occurrence of any public emergency’ or in ‘the interest of public safety’. The officer
authorised by the Government had to be satisfied
that it was “necessary or expedient” in the interest
of five grounds enumerated under this section:
1) Sovereignty and integrity of India;
2) Security of the State;
3) Friendly relations with foreign States;
4) Public order; or
5) Preventing incitement to the commission
of an offence.
Moreover, the officer was empowered to issue the
order for interception only after recording the reasons in writing. After making these observations,
the Court refused to declare Section 5(2) unconstitutional, though it emphasised the need to strictly
follow the two statutory prerequisites and the five
grounds enumerated under Section 5(2).

Further, the Court refused to accept the Petitioner’s submission regarding imposition of prior
judicial scrutiny as the only procedural safeguard
before passing of interception orders. It reasoned
that the power to make rules in this regard rests
with the Central Government under Section 7 of
the Act and censured the government for not
framing proper laws despite the severe criticism
attracted by Section 5(2). However, the Court decided to lay down guidelines in the interim period
in order to rule out arbitrariness, and to protect
the right to privacy.

Further, the Court refused to accept the Petitioner’s submission regarding imposition of prior
judicial scrutiny as the only procedural safeguard
before passing of interception orders. It reasoned
that the power to make rules in this regard rests
with the Central Government under Section 7 of
the Act and censured the government for not
framing proper laws despite the severe criticism
attracted by Section 5(2). However, the Court decided to lay down guidelines in the interim period
in order to rule out arbitrariness, and to protect
the right to privacy.

The guidelines laid down broadly entailed
the following –

The guidelines laid down broadly entailed
the following –

1) Orders for telephone tapping could be issued
by the Home Secretary of the Central Government or a State Government, and this power
could be delegated only in an emergency;
2) The authority making the interception order
must consider whether it was necessary to
obtain the information required through such
orders;
3) The interception order, unless renewed, would
cease to be effective after two months from the
date of issue, and limited the total period of the
operation of the order to six months;
4) Detailed records were to be maintained of the
intercepted communication and the procedure
followed;
5) The use of intercepted material was limited to
the minimum necessary for the purposes
under the Act, and intercepted material would
be destroyed when retention became unnecessary; and
6) Review committees should be constituted at
Central and State levels to assess compliance
with the law.

Orders for telephone tapping could be issued
by the Home Secretary of the Central Government or a State Government, and this power
could be delegated only in an emergency;
The authority making the interception order
must consider whether it was necessary to
obtain the information required through such
orders;
The interception order, unless renewed, would
cease to be effective after two months from the
date of issue, and limited the total period of the
operation of the order to six months;
Detailed records were to be maintained of the
intercepted communication and the procedure
followed;
The use of intercepted material was limited to
the minimum necessary for the purposes
under the Act, and intercepted material would
be destroyed when retention became unnecessary; and
Review committees should be constituted at
Central and State levels to assess compliance
with the law.
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which held that the Court had exceeded its
mandate in making observations as to what
rights and obligations arose in case of HIV(+)
persons and their rights to privacy or confidentiality. The Court in that case observed that the
comments made by the present Bench, except
to the extent of holding that the Appellant's
right was not affected in any manner in revealing his HIV(+) status to the relatives of his
fiancee, were uncalled for.
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“Right of Privacy may, apart from contract, also arise out
of a particular speciﬁc relationship which may be
commercial, matrimonial, or even political....
Doctor-patient relationship, though basically commercial,
is, professionally, a matter of conﬁdence and, therefore
doctors are morally and ethically bound to maintain conﬁdentiality. In such a situation, public disclosure of even
true private facts may amount to an invasion of the Right
of Privacy which may sometimes lead to the clash of [a]
person's "right to be let alone" with another person's
right to be informed.”

I

n this case, the Supreme Court dealt with the
right to confidentiality of an HIV(+) patient.
The Appellant was diagnosed as HIV(+) after
he attempted to donate blood at the Respondent
hospital. This information was disclosed by the
Respondent and as a result, the Appellant’s marriage was called off and he was ostracised by his
relatives and community. He filed an appeal on
the grounds that disclosure of his HIV(+) status by
the Respondent-Hospital was violative of medical
ethics pertaining to confidentiality and also infringed upon his right to privacy under Article 21.
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The Court referred to a range of jurisprudence on
the subject including the medical ethics guidelines
in India and Britain to analyse whether the Appellant had a right to confidentiality regarding his
HIV(+) status; Indian matrimonial laws to interpret the rule of confidentiality in the context of
marriage; Indian and American case law on right
to privacy; and the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC)
which makes it an offence to spread dangerous
infectious diseases. The Court noted that the
Respondent’s disclosure did not violate the rule of
confidentiality or the Appellant's right to privacy

because they were under a legal duty to make
such disclosure. Further, the Appellant himself
was under a moral as well as a legal duty to disclose his venereal disease under matrimonial and
penal laws, failing which he would be criminally
liable. The Court observed that disclosure was
permitted in the public interest. Further, the Court
read the right to a healthy life into the right to life
and noted that in case of conflict between the right
to privacy and right to health of another, the latter
would prevail as right to privacy envisaged under
Article 21 was not absolute and could be restricted
on grounds of public interest and the right of another to be informed.
Facts
The Appellant was working as an Assistant Surgeon Grade-I in the Nagaland State Health Service. He was directed to accompany one of the patients to a hospital in Madras by the Government
of Nagaland for his treatment. The Appellant was
asked to donate blood for the surgery of the patient, following which the Respondent-Hospital
found that the Appellant was HIV(+). As a result
of disclosure of this information, the Appellant’s
marriage was called off, and knowledge of his
HIV(+) status spread across his family and
community, who ostracized him. This forced him
to leave Nagaland, his hometown and settle
in Madras.
The Appellant approached the National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission (NCDRC)
seeking damages against the Respondent for illegally disclosing information about his HIV(+)
status, which he claimed should have been kept
confidential. The NCDRC dismissed the petition,
directing the Appellant to approach a civil court
for remedy.

Issue
A) Whether the Respondent violated the Appellant’s right to privacy under Article 21 of the
Constitution as well as the duty to maintain
confidentiality as per medical ethics.
Arguments
The Appellant argued that the principle of “duty
of care” was applicable to medical professionals

and included the duty to maintain confidentiality;
he alluded to the Hippocratic Oath, the International Code of Medical Ethics, and the Indian
Medical Council Act, 1956 in this regard. He also
argued that the Respondent infringed upon the
Appellant’s right to privacy by disclosing his
HIV(+) status. He contended that every man or
woman has an absolute right to marriage and the
Respondent should have maintained strict secrecy.
Decision
The Court observed that usually every right has a
correlative duty and vice-versa, but this rule is not
absolute, and has certain exceptions i.e there may
be instances where there is a right, but no corresponding duty. The Court analysed the relevant
provisions of Code of Medical Ethics in India and
guidelines by the General Medical Council of Britain on HIV infection and AIDS to understand the
exceptions to the rule of confidentiality and found
that disclosure of medical information was permitted in the public interest, particularly where
there is an immediate future health risk to others,
as in this case. It was held that the right to confidentiality of the Appellant was not enforceable in
the present situation as the proposed marriage carried a health risk to an identifiable person
who was saved from being infected with a
dreadful disease.
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vs. Henry
Wade (410 US 113),
legal duty to(338
notUS
marry
and Roe
if the
Respondent
to notetheir
that silence
“the right
of privacy
is not treated as
maintained secrecy,
would
have made
absolute
and is subject to such action as may be
them participant
criminis.
lawfully taken for the prevention of crime, disorder or protection
of health
The Court concluded
that “where
thereor
is morals
a clash or protection
of rights and
freedom
of others.”
It also noted that
of two Fundamental
Rights,
as in
the instant
“public
disclosure right
of even
true private
case, namely,
the appellant's
to privacy
as facts may
to Ms.
an invasion
of the
Right of Privacy
part of right amount
to life and
Akali's right
to lead
may
lead to the
clash of person's
a healthy lifewhich
which
is sometimes
her Fundamental
Right
"right
be [right]
let alone"
with another
person's right to
under Article
21,tothe
which
would adbe informed.”
held,
therefore,
that the disclovance the public
moralityIt or
public
interest,
in this case
wouldthe
notprocess
be violative
of Appelwould alonesure
be enforced
through
of
righttoto fundamental
privacy.
Court”. Withlant’s
regard
rights of

Ms Akali under Article 21, the Court observed that
The Court
furtherinclude
analysed
right
this “right would
positively
thethe
right
toto confidentiin the
context
of she
marriage
and referred to
be told that aality
person,
with
whom
was prorelevant provisions
of the
Marriage Act,
posed to be married,
was the victim
of aHindu
deadly
1955,was
Dissolution
Muslim Marriage Act, 1939,
disease, which
sexuallyof communicable.
Indian
Divorce
Act,right
1869,
and a the Special
Since the "Right
to Life"
includes
to lead
1954,
all matrimonial
healthy life Marriage
so as to Act,
enjoy
all observing
faculties that
of the
systems
wereprime
based on
a healthy the
body and moral
human body
in their
condition,
anddisclosure
provide forthat
the the
possibility
respondents,ethics
by their
appel- of divorce in
case one
of the
partners
has in
a venereal
disease.
lant was HIV(+),
cannot
be said
to have,
any
Therefore,the
it rule
couldofnot
be considered that every
way, either violated
confidentiality
person
has a right to marry in absolute terms.
or the right of
privacy.”
Moreover, in this situation, “the right to marry
and duty to inform about his ailment are vested in
the same person. It is a right in respect of which a
corresponding duty cannot be claimed as against
some other person”. The Court therefore suggested that the Appellant had a moral duty to inform
his spouse about his venereal disease, and until
the person is cured of the communicable venereal
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disease, the right to marry could not be enforced
in a court of law and should be treated to be a
‘suspended right.’ Further, the Court referred to
Sections 269 and 270 of the IPC which criminalise
a person who negligently or unlawfully, spreads
an infectious or dangerous disease to another
person, to hold that the Appellant was under a
legal duty to not marry and if the Respondent
maintained secrecy, their silence would have made
them participant criminis.
The Court concluded that “where there is a clash
of two Fundamental Rights, as in the instant
case, namely, the appellant's right to privacy as
part of right to life and Ms. Akali's right to lead
a healthy life which is her Fundamental Right
under Article 21, the [right] which would advance the public morality or public interest,
would alone be enforced through the process of
Court”. With regard to fundamental rights of
Ms Akali under Article 21, the Court observed that
this “right would positively include the right to
be told that a person, with whom she was proposed to be married, was the victim of a deadly
disease, which was sexually communicable.
Since the "Right to Life" includes right to lead a
healthy life so as to enjoy all faculties of the
human body in their prime condition, the
respondents, by their disclosure that the appellant was HIV(+), cannot be said to have, in any
way, either violated the rule of confidentiality
or the right of privacy.”
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Facts

“Sexual violence apart from being a dehumanising act, is
an unlawful intrusion of the right to privacy and sanctity
of a female. It is a serious blow to her supreme honour
and oﬀends her self-eﬆeem and dignity - it degrades and
humiliates the victim and where the victim is a helpless
innocent child, it leaves behind a traumatic experience.
The courts are therefore, expected to deal with cases of
sexual crime againﬆ women with utmoﬆ sensitivity.
Such cases need to be dealt with ﬆernly and severely.”

T

The
Supreme
The Supreme
natureCourt
of
noted the serious nature of
me Court in this case
he Supreme
dealt
Court
in thisCourt
case noted
dealt the serious
the offence,
how severelythe
it impinged
offence, and
on how severely it impinged on
entencing of the Respondent,
with the sentencing
of the and
Respondent,
the rights
of the victim.
The Court
the further
rights ofnoted
the victim. The Court further noted
convicted of raping who
an eight
was convicted
of raping
an eight
significant
impact the
sexual violence
the significant
has on impact
a
sexual violence has on a
trial court had
year
sentenced
old girl. the
The trialthe
court
had sentenced
woman,
including
the dehumanisation
woman, it
including
perpe- the dehumanisation it perpen years of rigorous
Respondent
imprisonto ten years
of rigorous
imprisontrates
theofnegative
ramifications
trates and
on the
a vicnegative ramifications on a vicdering the facts
mentofafter
the considering
case,
theand
facts
the case,
tim’s rights
to privacy
and dignity.
tim’sAccordingly,
rights to privacy and dignity. Accordingly,
conomic, familial
including
and socio-economic,
other
familial
and other
held that
the High Court’s
the Court
considerheld that the High Court’s considerd to the Respondent.
conditions
Howevattached tothe
theCourt
Respondent.
Howevdid not
constitute
ations
special
didornot
adeconstitute either special or adert of Karnataka
er, the
reduced
High this
Court ofations
Karnataka
reduced
this either
reasonsthefor
reducing quate
the sentence
reasons asfor reducing the sentence as
ears after noting
sentence
the Responto four yearsquate
after noting
Responrequireddependence,
by Section 376(2)
required
Indian
byPenal
Section 376(2) of the Indian Penal
s, alcohol dependence,
dent’s dependents,
and
alcohol
and of the
Code,
the 1860
sentence
(IPC) and restored the sentence
atus.
socio-economic status.Code, 1860 (IPC) and restored
imposed by the trial court.
imposed by the trial court.
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Facts

for courts to deal sternly and
forseverely
courts to
with
deal sternly a
sexual violence to deter further
sexual
commission.
violence to deter fur
The Respondent entered the house
The Respondent
of the vic- entered
house
of the
the case
vic- of State
The the
Court
cited
The of
Court
Punjab
cited
vs. the case of
tim’s family in an intoxicated state,
tim’sand
family
attemptin an intoxicated
state, ((1996)
and attemptGurmit Singh
2 SCC 384) Gurmit
to highlight
Singh ((1996)
that 2 SCC 384
ed to rape her mother, who escaped.
ed to rape
He her
thenmother,
who escaped.
then the“avictim's
“a rapist
not only He
violates
rapist not
privacy
only violates the
raped the eight year old victim
raped
and the
assaulted
eight year and
old victim
andintegrity,
assaultedbut inevitably
personal
and personal
causes
integrity, but
her father, who came to find her
hersubsequently.
father, who came serious
to find psychological
her subsequently.
as well as
serious
physical
psychological
harm
as well
The Respondent was convicted
The
and
Respondent
sentenced was in
convicted
and sentenced
the process.
Rape is not merely
in the aprocess.
physicalRape is not m
to rigorous imprisonment for to
tenrigorous
years byimprisonment
the
for it
tenisyears
the
assaultoftenbydestructive
assaultof theit whole
is often destruct
trial court. On appeal, the Single
trial
Judge
court.
bench
On appeal,
of
the Single Judge
of A murderer
personality
of thebench
victim.
personality
destroys
of the victim. A m
the High Court of Karnataka the
refused
HightoCourt
inter-of Karnataka
refused
to interthe physical
body
of his victim,
the physical
a rapist
body of his
fere. However, the Division Bench
fere. of
However,
the High
the Division
Bench
thesoul
High
degrades
the of
very
of the degrades
helpless female.
the very soul of th
Court on a subsequent appeal Court
reduced
on the
a subsequent
senappeal
reduced
the senThe
courts,
therefore,
shoulderThe
a great
courts,
responsitherefore, shoulde
tence to four years of rigorous imprisonment
tence to four years
by of rigorous
imprisonment
bility while
trying an by
accused
bility
on charges
while trying
of
an accus
reiterating the same facts considered
reiteratingbythethesame rape.
facts They
considered
must by
dealthe
with such
rape. cases
They with
must deal with
trial court including the considerations
trial courtthat
including
the
the
considerations
that the
utmost
sensitivity."
utmost sensitivity."
Accused was an "unsophisticated
Accused
and illiterate
was an "unsophisticated and illiterate
citizen belonging to weaker section
citizenofbelonging
society", to weaker
section
of society",
The Court
noted
that Section 376(2)
The Court
of the
noted
IPC that Section
had an old mother, wife and had
children
an old
depenmother, wife
and children
depenprescribes
minimum
imprisonment
prescribes
of tenminimum
years
imprison
dent on him, and was a chronicdent
addict
on to
him,
drinkand was for
a chronic
addict
to drinkthe rape
of a child
under twelve
for the
years
rapeofofage
a child under t
ing and that he had raped the
ing victim
and that
under
he had with
raped
the victim
under
a proviso
vesting
discretion
with
in athe
proviso
court to
vesting discret
intoxication. An appeal before
intoxication.
the Supreme
An appeal
before
thesentence
Supreme
impose
a lesser
for "adequate
impose and
a lesser
suffisentence for "a
Court was filed against the High
Court
Court’s
was order.
filed against
thereasons
High Court’s
order.
cient
to be mentioned
in
cient
the reasons
judgment."
to be mentioned

The Court held that the legislative
Themandate
Court held
was
that the legisla
clearly laid out in the provision
clearly
and laid
observed
out in the provis
that determining the question of
that
sentencing
determining
in a the question
A) Whether the Division Bench Whether
of the High
the Division
Bench
of the
High upon
rape case
could
not depend
rapethe
case
victim
couldornot depend u
Court had recorded adequate and
Court
sufficient
had recorded
and sufficient
theadequate
social status
of the accused
the and
social
it status
could of the accu
reasons to reduce the mandatory
reasons
sentence
to reduce
of
the
mandatory
sentence
only
be influenced
byofthe “conduct
only be influenced
of the
by the
ten years initially awarded toten
theyears
Responinitially accused,
awarded to
Responthethestate
and age
accused,
of thethesex-state and a
dent under Section 376 of thedent
IPC under
to four
Section
376 assaulted
of the IPCfemale
to four
ually
and the
ually
gravity
assaulted
of thefemale and t
years of rigorous imprisonment.
years of rigorous imprisonment.
criminal act.”
criminal act.”
Issue

Issue

Decision

Decision

The Court also cited A.P. vs. Bodem
The Court
Sundara
also
Raocited A.P. vs.
((1995) 6 SCC 230) to highlight the
((1995)
importance
6 SCC 230)
of to highlight
The Court noted the gravity ofThe
sexual
Court
violence
noted the gravity
of adequate
sexual violence
imposing
sentences imposing
to preventadequate
injussentences
and observed that, “sexual violence
and observed
apart from
that, “sexual
apart
tice toviolence
the victim
as from
well as society.
tice to The
the victim
Court as well as s
being a dehumanizing act, is anbeing
unlawful
a dehumanizing
intruact, is
an the
unlawful
intru-had given
held
that
trial court
held that
“sufficient
the trial court had
sion of the right to privacy and
sionsanctity
of the right
of a to privacy
andreasons”
sanctity for
of sentencing
a
and cogent
and cogent
the accused
reasons” for sente
female.” It further noted that it
female.”
was important
It further noted
that
it was
important
to ten
years
of rigorous
imprisonment
to ten years
based
of on
rigorous impri
55

ried 49 yearhisoldbeing
man a who
married 49 year old man who
an “innocent
helpless
girl of an “innocent helpless girl of
cruelly
victimised
her held that 7/8
there
was noIt jusyears”.
further held that there was no jusHigh Court totification
reduce that
for senthe High Court to reduce that senHigh Court’s
considerations
tence
and that the High Court’s considerations
either specialdid
or adequate
rea- either special or adequate reanot constitute
the sentence
under
Section the sentence under Section
sons
for reducing
The Court held
thatofthe
376(2)
theHigh
IPC. The Court held that the High
roach evidenced
a lack
of senCourt’s
casual
approach evidenced a lack of senhe victim andsitivity
the society
andthe victim and the society and
towards
nce passed by
the trialthe
court.
restored
sentence passed by the trial court.
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“Sexual violence apart from being a dehumanising act, is
an unlawful intrusion of the right to privacy and sanctity
of a female. It is a serious blow to her supreme honour
and oﬀends her self-eﬆeem and dignity - it degrades and
humiliates the victim and where the victim is a helpless
innocent child, it leaves behind a traumatic experience.
The courts are therefore, expected to deal with cases of
sexual crime againﬆ women with utmoﬆ sensitivity.
Such cases need to be dealt with ﬆernly and severely.”

I

he Supreme Court
n this
heard
case,
an the Supreme
CourtCourt,
heardinan
The Supreme
settingThe
aside
Supreme
the High
Court, in setting aside the High
t a reduced sentence
appeal
granted
against a reduced
sentence granted
Court’s judgment
and restoring
Court’s
the judgment
judgment and restoring the judgment
taka High Courtby
against
the Karnataka
the
Court
against
thethat itof was
ofHigh
the trial
court,
noted
the important
trial court, noted that it was important
was convicted
Respondent,
of rape. The
who was
rape.
The withfor
forconvicted
courts to of
deal
sternly
cases
courts
of sexual
to deal sternly with cases of sexual
tenced the Respondent
trial court had
to two
sentenced
the Respondent
to two
violence
because such
violenceviolence
impinges
because
on the such violence impinges on the
imprisonment
years
under
of rigorous
Section imprisonment
under
right to privacy
of Section
the victim, as
right
welltoasprivacy
causingof the victim, as well as causing
Penal Code, 1860
376 of
(IPC)
the instead
Indian Penalother
Code,
1860 (IPC) instead
harms.
other harms.
mum sentence
of of
theseven
(then)
years,
minimum sentence of seven years,
deration of based
severalonfactors
consideration of several factors
ocio-economic
including
class ofthethesocio-economic class of the
ell as his many
Respondent
dependents.
as well as his many dependents.
gh Court further
The Karnataka
reduced this
High Court further reduced this
asis of the same
sentence
factors
on the
that basis of the same factors that
considered. the trial court had considered.
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The Respondent argued that The
the Respondent
High Court argued tha
Facts
Facts
had rightly considered the circumstances
had rightlyof
considered
the
the cir
Respondent while reducing the
Respondent
sentence towhile
six reducing t
The Prosecutrix, aged nineteen
The years,
Prosecutrix,
was aged
nineteen
years,imprisonment.
was
months
of rigorous
months of rigorous imprisonm
affected by polio and had limited
affected
mobility.
by polio
The and had limited mobility. The
Respondent was a family relative,
Respondent
who hadwas
free a family
relative, who had free
Decision
Decision
access to the house and rapedaccess
the Prosecutrix
to the house and raped the Prosecutrix
when she was alone at her house.
when
Theshe
trial
was
court
alone atThe
her Supreme
house. The
trial in
court
Court
this caseThe
took
Supreme
note of Court
the
in this ca
sentenced the Respondent to two
sentenced
years ofthe
rigorRespondent
to twoinyears
rigorjudgment
State of
of Karnataka
vs.
judgment
Krishnappa
in (AIR
State of Karnataka
ous imprisonment under Section
ous376
imprisonment
of the IPC. under
376and
of the
IPC.
2000Section
SC 1470)
reiterated
similar
2000 SCconsider1470) and reiterated
The Respondent challenged The
this Respondent
judgment challenged
judgment
ations. Thethis
Court
noted the gravity
ations. of
Thesexual
Court noted the
before the High Court, which
before
reduced
the High
the Court,
which
violence
andreduced
observedthethat, “sexual
violence violence
and observed that,
sentence imposed by the trial
sentence
court imposed
to six
byapart
the from
trial being
court ato dehumanising
six
apart from
act, isbeing
an a dehuma
months of rigorous imprisonment
months
withof
a fine
rigorous
of imprisonment
with a fine
of rightunlawful
unlawful intrusion
of the
to privacy
intrusion
and of the rig
Rs. 5,000. The State of Karnataka
Rs. 5,000.
preferred
The State
a
of
Karnataka
sanctity
of a preferred
female.” aThe sanctity
Court therefore
of a female.” The
criminal appeal before the criminal
Supreme appeal
Court before
the that
Supreme
directed
it was Court
important directed
for the judiciary
that it was importan
against the sentence imposed
against
by the
theHigh
sentencetoimposed
by and
theseverely
High with
deal sternly
to cases
deal sternly
of sexual
and severely w
Court.
Court.
violence against women. The Court
violence
cited
against
their women. The

decision in State of Punjab vs. Gurmit
decision
Singh
in State
(1996 of Punjab vs.
Issue
Issue
AIR 1393) to highlight that “aAIR
rapist
1393)
nottoonly
highlight that “
violates the victim's privacyviolates
and personal
the victim's priva
A) Whether the High Court had
Whether
recorded
the High
Court but
had
recorded
integrity,
inevitably
causesintegrity,
serious psychobut inevitably cause
adequate and sufficient reasons
adequate
to reduce
and sufficient
tophysical
reduce harm
logical reasons
as well as
logical
in theasprocess.
well as physical ha
the sentence initially awarded
the sentence
to the initially
the
Rape is awarded
not merelyto
a physical
assaultRape is it
not
is merely
often a physical
Respondent under Section 376(1)
Respondent
of the IPCunderdestructive
Section 376(1)
IPC personality
of of
thethewhole
destructiveof ofthethe whole p
to six months of rigorous imprisonment
to six months ofvictim.
rigorous
imprisonment
A murderer
destroys the
victim.
physical
A murderer
body
destroys
and fine.
and fine.
of his victim, a rapist degradesofthe
hisvery
victim,
soula of
rapist degrade
the helpless female. The courts,
the helpless
therefore,
female. The
Arguments
Arguments
shoulder a great responsibilityshoulder
while trying
a great
an responsibilit
accused on charges of rape. accused
They must
on deal
charges of rape
The Appellant submitted thatThe
theAppellant
trial courtsubmitted
that cases
the trial
with such
withcourt
utmost sensitivity."
with such cases with utmost s
had already considered a variety
had already
of factors
considered a variety of factors
relating to the Respondentrelating
including
to the
his Respondent
including
his
The Court noted
that Section
376(1)
The Court
of thenoted
IPC, that Section
socio-economic status, his intoxicated
socio-economic
state atstatus,
his intoxicated
at
under
which thestate
Respondent
under
was which
charged,
the Responde
the time of committing the crime
theand
time
number
of committing
of
the crime and
numberimprisonment
of
prescribed
minimum
prescribed
of seven
minimum impris
dependents, while passingdependents,
the reduced
while years
passing
reduced
with athe
proviso
vesting years
discretion
with ina the
proviso vesting
sentence of two years of rigorous
sentence
imprisonof two years
of to
rigorous
court
impose imprisona lesser sentence
court
forto"adequate
impose a lesser sente
ment. The Appellant argued that
ment.
theThe
judgment
Appellant argued
that thereasons
judgment
and sufficient
to be mentioned
and sufficient
in the
reasons to be
of the High Court was unsustainable
of the High
in further
Court wasjudgment".
unsustainable
further
The in
Court
also noted
judgment".
that theThe
trialCourt also n
reducing the sentence.
reducing the sentence.court had already consideredcourt
several
hadfactors
already considere
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ccused, including
relatinghisto sociothe accused, including his sociointoxicated economic
state, and
his intoxicated state, and his
status,
awarded a sentence
of and
two awarded a sentence of two
dependents
ment insteadyears
of theofstatutory
imprisonment instead of the statutory
n years. Theminimum
Supreme of
Court
seven years. The Supreme Court
that the High
Court was
accordingly
held that the High Court was
g the sentence
of theinResponwrong
reducing the sentence of the Responhile reiterating
factors
dent the
further
while reiterating the factors
d by the trial
court, considered
and set
already
by the trial court, and set
the High Court.
aside the order of the High Court.
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Issue

Facts

“...sexual violence is a dehumanising act and it is an
unlawful encroachment into the right to privacy and
sanctity of woman. It is in the intereﬆ of the society
that serious crimes like rape should be
eﬀectively inveﬆigated.”

I

TheSupreme
Court while
reiterating
the
The
seriousness
Court while
of reiterating the seriousness of
the Supreme nCourt
this was
case, the
Court
was
such offences
precedentsuch
observing
offencesthat
noted precedent observing that
n appeal againstapproached
a judgment in appeal
against anoted
judgment
and sexual
violence are
rapeanand
unlawful
sexual violence are an unlawful
ourt of Orissa, which
of theupheld
High Courtrape
of Orissa,
which upheld
encroachment
into
to privacy and
into the right to privacy and
ssions court an
holding
order the
of the
Ap-sessions
court holding
thethe
Ap-right encroachment
of wrongful
a woman,
thereby
sanctity
implying
of athat
woman, thereby implying that
e for rape and
pellant
wrongful
responsible
con- forsanctity
rape and
consexual
consent andsexual
bodilyautonomy,
integrity consent and bodily integrity
decision, the Court
finement.
reaffirmed
In this decision,
theautonomy,
Court reaffirmed
are the
linked
to privacy.
arethe
linked
Courttoheld
privacy. However, the Court held
g that the testimony
precedent of
holding
the
that
testimony
of However,
the
thatsuffice
even though
thebasis
victim had
that
noeven
discernible
though the victim had no discernible
se can sufficevictim
as thein
sole
a rape
basiscase can
as the sole
motive confidence
to falsely inimplicate
motive
the Appellant,
to falsely implicate the Appellant,
t inspires confidence
of conviction
in the
if it inspires
the
because there were various gaps
because
in her there
testimowere various gaps in her testimomind of the court.
ny, the broad probabilities of the
ny,case
the broad
indicated
probabilities of the case indicated
that the Appellant deserved the
thatbenefit
the Appellant
of the deserved the benefit of the
doubt. The Supreme Court doubt.
accordingly
The Supreme
set
Court accordingly set
aside the orders of the sessions
aside court
the orders
and of the sessions court and
the High Court.
the High Court.
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Facts

Issue

Whether
could abeconviction o
A) Whether a conviction of rape
secured, based solely on secured,
the victim’s
based solely
testimony.
testimony.

This case was an appeal preferred
This case
against
was aan appeal preferred against a
Arguments
judgment of the High Court of
judgment
Orissa, of
which
the HighArguments
Court of Orissa, which
upheld the sessions court’s conviction
upheld theofsessions
the
court’s conviction of the
The376
counsel
for the Appellant
argued
The counsel
that infor
the
the Appellant
appellant under Section 376 and
appellant
Section under
342 ofSection
and Section
342 of
absence
of any medical evidence
absence
the prosecuof any medical evid
the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC).
the Indian Penal Code,
1860 (IPC).
tion’s story was highly improbable.
tion’sThe
story
counsel
was highly impro
for the Respondent-State
for the Respondent-State
that the
co
According to the prosecution’sAccording
case, the Appelto the prosecution’s
case, the Appel- contended
evidence
of thethe
prosecutrix
was
evidence
accepted
of the
by prosecutrix
lant, a District Malaria Officer lant,
madea the
District
proseMalaria
Officer made
proseboth the
the Integrated
sessions and
the Highboth
Court
theand
sessions
was and the Hig
cutrix (a supervisor with the cutrix
Integrated
(a supervisor
Child
with
Child
to house
uphold
the conviction
sufficient ofto the
uphold the c
Development Project) come to Development
his house under
Project)sufficient
come to his
under
since inAppellant,
rape casesespecially
the
since
the false pretense of her having
the false
to meet
pretense
the of Appellant,
her havingespecially
to meet the
sole
testimony
ofmade
the victim
was
sole sufficient
testimony toof the victim
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The Court held that given the right to seek a
divorce, it may be necessary to curtail the right
to privacy in an attempt to balance competing
rights by ordering medical tests to be conducted.
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1 opinion by
Justice S.B. Sinha on behalf of
Chief Justice V.N. Khare,
Justice A.R. Lakshmanan and himself.
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“In all such matrimonial cases where divorce is sought, say
on the ground of impotency, schizophrenia...etc. normally
without there being medical examination, it would be
diﬃcult to arrive at a conclusion as to whether the
allegation made by his spouse againﬆ the other spouses
seeking divorce on such a ground, is correct or not. In
order to subﬆantiate such allegation, the petitioner would
always insiﬆ on medical examination. If respondent
avoids such medical examination on the ground that it
violates his/her right to privacy or for a matter right to
personal liberty as enshrined under Article 21 of the
Conﬆitution of India, then it may in moﬆ of such cases
become impossible to arrive at a conclusion. It may
render the very grounds on which divorce is permissible
nugatory. Therefore, when there is no right to privacy
speciﬁcally conferred by Article 21 of the Conﬆitution of
India and with the extensive interpretation of the phrase
"personal liberty" this right has been read into Article
21, it cannot be treated as [an] absolute right.”
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I

n this appeal, the Supreme Court considered the question of whether a court could
direct a person to undergo a medical examination during the course of matrimonial
proceedings and if such a direction would be
violative of the right to privacy. The context for
the judgment was an appeal filed by the Appellant-wife challenging an order of the High
Court of Rajasthan, which had directed her to
undergo a medical examination in order to
determine her soundness of mind. The question
arose after the Respondent-husband filed an
application seeking a decree of divorce.
The Supreme Court upheld the order of the
High Court and noted the relevance of ascertaining the medical condition of a spouse by
way of a medical examination after having
cited leading Indian and American jurisprudence on this subject. The Court observed that
there is neither any specific empowering provision which entitles the court to give such directions, nor do any provisions preclude it. However, under Section 151 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908 (CPC), a civil court has inherent powers to pass all orders necessary for
ascertaining the truth and doing complete
justice to the parties to the suit.
Further, the Court studied the evolution of the
right to privacy in India and noted that it was
not an absolute right, and where there are competing interests, such as in this case, the Court
would have to balance them. In this case the
conflicting rights were the right to seek divorce
on grounds of unsoundness of mind of one
party, which may require medical examination
and the right to privacy of the other party. In
the interest of balancing the rights, the Court
held that the medical examination could be

ordered only if there was a strong prima facie
case and sufficient material in favor of it, and
should the person refuse to submit to a medical
examination, then the court would be entitled
to only draw an adverse inference.
Facts
The Respondent-husband had filed an application for divorce against the Appellant-wife
under Section 12(1)(b) and Section 13(1)(iii) of
the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 (HMA) before a
sessions judge. In addition to this, the Respondent filed an application seeking direction for
medical examination of the Appellant to determine whether she was of unsound mind, which
was allowed. Aggrieved by this, the Appellant
filed a revision petition before the High Court
of Rajasthan, which was dismissed. The Appellant appealed against the decision of the High
Court before the Supreme Court.
Issues
A) Whether a matrimonial court has the power
to direct a party to undergo a medical
examination; and
B) Whether passing of such an order would
violate the Article 21 rights of the party
against whom such an order is sought to
be enforced.
Arguments
The Appellant contended that the High Court’s
order was violative of her right to ‘personal
liberty’ guaranteed under Article 21. She
argued that in the absence of a specific empowering provision, a matrimonial court could not
subject a party to undergo medical examination
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The Supreme Court discussed parameters for
reasonable search and seizure procedures to
ensure that the fundamental right to privacy
is not violated. It held that private documents,
even if held by a public bank on behalf of a
customer, continue to remain confidential as
the right to privacy deals with persons and
not places.

1 opinion by
Chief Justice R.C. Lahoti on behalf of
Justice A. Bhan and himself.
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“Once we have accepted in Govind and in latter cases that
the right to privacy deals with 'persons and not places',
the documents or copies of documents of the cuﬆomer
which are in Bank, muﬆ continue to remain conﬁdential
vis-a'-vis the person, even if they are no longer at the
cuﬆomer's house and have been voluntarily sent to a
Bank. If that be the correct view of the law, we cannot
accept the line of Miller in which the Court proceeded on
the basis that the right to privacy is referable to the right
of 'property' theory. Once that is so, then unless there is
some probable or reasonable cause or reasonable basis or
material before the Collector for reaching an opinion that
the documents in the possession of the Bank tend, to
secure any duty or to prove or to lead to the discovery of
any fraud or omission in relation to any duty, the search
or taking notes or extracts therefore, cannot be valid.
The above safeguards muﬆ necessarily be read into the
provision relating to search and inspection and seizure so
as to save it from any unconﬆitutionality.”
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T

hrough this case, the Supreme Court
discussed parameters for reasonable
search and seizure procedures to ensure
that the fundamental right to privacy was not
violated. This appeal was filed by the District
Registrar and Collector, Hyderabad, the Appellant, against an order of the High Court of
Andhra Pradesh, which had declared Section 73
of the Indian Stamp Act, 1899 (the ISA) as
amended by Andhra Pradesh Act No. 17 of
1986 ultra vires Article 14 of the Constitution,
and inconsistent with the other stamp laws of
the State. The impugned provision empowered
the stamp authorities to enter into any premises, inspect and seize agreements or documents,
and compel persons to cede all documents in
their custody for inspection, on the suspicion
that some of them might be improperly
stamped. Further, it allowed the Collector to
authorize 'any person' to inspect documents.
Using this provision, the stamp authorities
requisitioned documents lodged with certain
private banks in the ordinary course of banking
transactions. The banks were then required to
pay stamp duty on all improperly stamped
documents, and claim reimbursement from
their customers. These banks challenged
Section 73 as being void for unconstitutionality.
In adjudicating this question, the Court
referred to Indian and American jurisprudence
to trace the origin and evolution of the right to
privacy. It drew parallels between the two jurisdictions and observed that persons in India and
the U.S have right to privacy “both of the house
and of the person”. In view of this, the Court
noted that even when private customer’s documents were no longer at the individual’s house,
but had been voluntarily handed over to the
Bank, the documents continued to remain

confidential. The Court further held that unless
there was a probable or reasonable cause or
basis, the State could not inspect or seize the
documents without any prior reliable information supporting the inspection. The Court also
observed that without laying down guidelines
for delegating power, and recording the availability of grounds on the basis of which the
power may be exercised, the entire exercise
would be unreasonable, and may prove to be
disproportionate to the purpose sought to be
achieved. The Court therefore upheld the order
of the High Court striking down the amended
Section 73 as ultra vires the Constitution.
Facts
The issue in this case arose when certain documents executed between private parties and
retained in bank custody in the ordinary course
of loan transactions were inspected by the
stamp authorities. Following this, the banks
were served with a request to remit the amount
of deficit duty on the documents inspected and
to recover the duty from the parties concerned.
The grievance of private persons was that the
documents in their possession were sought to
be inspected, impounded and levied with duty
though they were not tendered in evidence nor
produced before any public office. The Respondents were aggrieved by the provisions of
Section 73 of the ISA under which the stamp
authorities were empowered to inspect documents held by public institutions to examine
whether the appropriate duty had been paid.
Banks were also compelled under the law to
pay the deficit stamp duty on the documents,
even if they themselves were not party to the
transactions recorded in the documents. They
accordingly filed an application before the
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the
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The Court further confirmed that “unless there
is some probable or reasonable cause or reasonable basis or material before the Collector” for
arriving at an opinion that the documents in
possession of the Bank may prove or lead to the
discovery of any fraud, the search conducted
could not be valid. The Court noted with
approval the questions raised by Professor
Laurence Tribe, such as whether the risk of
intrusion of privacy would have to be run by
every ordinary citizen who chose to use the
telephone or enter into banking transactions.
The Court remarked that the impugned provision permitted inspection of documents held in
private custody, and since Section 73 did not
contain any safeguards to check the exercise of
such power on the basis of reasonable or probable cause, it violated the right to privacy both of
the person and of the home. The Court emphasised the need to provide procedural
safeguards to ensure that the power of search
and seizure of the nature contemplated by
Section 73 was not exercised arbitrarily.
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The Court held that search and seizure
constituted a serious breach of privacy,
therefore all provisions with regard to it
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“Search and seizure is a serious invasion in the privacy of
the person. Section 132 which is a complete code by itself
provides that the money, bullion or the books of account
etc. should not be retained unnecessarily and that the
provisional assessment made under Section 132 for the
purpose of retention of the books is passed within a
speciﬁed time in accordance with law. It provides that
the books of account, money and bullion which are not
required are not retained unnecessarily thereby causing
harassment to the person concerned.”
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“Sexual violence apart from being a dehumanizing act is
also an unlawful intrusion of the right to privacy and
sanctity of a female. It is a serious blow to her supreme
honour and oﬀends her self-eﬆeem and dignity. It
degrades and humiliates the victim and leaves behind
a traumatic experience. It has been rightly said that
whereas a murderer deﬆroys the physical frame of a
victim, a rapiﬆ degrades and deﬁles the soul of a helpless
female. The courts are, therefore, expected to try and
decide cases of sexual crime againﬆ women with utmoﬆ
sensitivity. Such cases need to be dealt with ﬆernly
and severely.”
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The Supreme Court considered the provisions of
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances
Act, 1985 (NDPS Act) relating to procedural
safeguards for search, seizure and arrest of
persons. The Court clarified that a hotel room
cannot be considered as a public place, and a
person residing in such a place is entitled to the
protection of their right to privacy.

1 opinion by
Justice S.B. Sinha on behalf of
Justice H.S. Bedi and himself.

1/0

OPINIONS DISSENT
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“...the place which is required to be searched is not open
to [the] public although situated in a public place as, for
example, room of a hotel, whereas hotel is a public place, a
room occupied by a gueﬆ may not be. He is entitled to his
right of privacy. Nobody, even the ﬆaﬀ of the hotel, can
walk into his room without his permission. Subject to the
ordinary activities in regard to maintenance and/or house
keeping of the room, the gueﬆ is entitled to maintain his
privacy. The very fact that the Act contemplated diﬀerent
measures to be taken in respect of search to be conducted
between sunrise and sunset, between sunset and sunrise
as also the private place and public place is of some
signiﬁcance. An authority cannot be given an
untrammeled power to infringe the right of privacy of
any person. Even if a ﬆatute confers such power upon an
authority to make search and seizure of a person at all
hours and at all places, the same may be held to be ultra
vires unless the reﬆrictions imposed are reasonable ones.
What would be reasonable reﬆrictions would depend
upon the nature of the ﬆatute and the extent of the right
sought to be protected. ”
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I

In this case, the Supreme Court considered
the provisions of Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985 (NDPS
Act) relating to procedural safeguards for
search, seizure and arrest of persons. The revenue authorities (the Appellants in this case)
conducted a search on the Accused while he
was staying in a hotel room, and registered a
case against him for trading in drugs. The trial
court convicted and sentenced the Accused but
the High Court reversed the order on the
ground that the authorities did not comply with
the mandatory requirements contemplated
under Section 42 of the NDPS Act.
The Court observed that the NDPS Act had
several harsh consequences contemplated in
terms of punishments, and therefore, ‘due
process’ under Article 21 had to be followed to
ensure balance between the need for enforcement of the law on one hand, and protection of
citizens’ rights on the other hand. The Court
also clarified that a hotel room could not be
considered as a public place, and a person
residing in such a place was entitled to the
protection of their right to privacy. The Court
recognised that the right to be let alone formed
part of the right to life and liberty under Article
21 of the Constitution, and that the “(r)ight to
privacy deals with persons and not places”.
The Court observed that it was their duty to
oversee that the right to privacy was not unnecessarily infringed by the authorities empowered to give orders for search and seizure.
Further, the Court noted that the documentary
evidence produced by the Appellant against the
accused was illegible and therefore not admissible. The Court therefore upheld the decision

of the High Court noting that the procedural
safeguards mentioned in the NDPS Act had to
be strictly complied with in order to establish
the guilt of the accused.
Facts
The Directorate of Revenue, the Appellant,
received information that the Respondent was
staying at a hotel in Mumbai and was in possession of a fax copy of a consignment note under
which Mandrex tablets were being transported
from Delhi to Mumbai. This information was
allegedly passed on to a Senior Intelligence
Officer. The officers visited the hotel room of
the Respondent, and asked two of the hotel
employees to be witnesses. The Respondent
was allegedly given the option to get himself
searched in the presence of a Gazetted Officer
or a Magistrate, of which he opted for the
former. On conducting the search of the
Respondent, a sum of INR 4,25,000/- in cash
and a fax copy showing the consignment of
medicine was found in his room. The officers
retained a photocopy of this fax message.
The Respondent was convicted by the trial
court under Sections 8(c), 22 and 29 of the
NDPS Act and was sentenced to ten years in
prison, along with a fine of INR 1,00,000. The
Respondent appealed before the High Court of
Maharashtra, which struck down the order of
the trial court on the ground that the statutory
requirement of reducing the information
received to writing, prior to conducting the
search was not complied with by the officers, as
contemplated under Section 42 of the NDPS
Act. Dissatisfied with this order, the Appellant
preferred an appeal before the Supreme Court.
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This case deals with issues relating to
legislative provisions furthering protective
discrimination and gender equality under
Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution.
The Court employed the strict scrutiny
standard, and the doctrine of proportionality
and incompatibility to review the impugned
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a citizen’s right to be considered for
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“Privacy rights prescribe autonomy to choose profession
whereas security concerns texture methodology of
delivery of this assurance. But it is a reasonable
proposition that the measures to safeguard such a
guarantee of autonomy should not be so ﬆrong that
the essence of the guarantee is loﬆ. State protection
muﬆ not translate into censorship.
At the same time we do not intend to further the rhetoric
of empty rights. Women would be as vulnerable without
ﬆate protection as by the loss of freedom because of [the]
impugned Act. The present law ends up victimizing its
subject in the name of protection. In that regard the
interference prescribed by [the] ﬆate for pursuing the
ends of protection should be proportionate to the
legitimate aims. The ﬆandard for judging the
proportionality should be a ﬆandard capable of being
called reasonable in a modern democratic society.”
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T

his case deals with issues relating to
legislative provisions furthering protective discrimination, and gender
equality under Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution. The appeal under discussion challenged
the constitutional validity of Section 30 of the
Punjab Excise Act, 1914 (the Act) which prohibited the employment of any man under the age
of twenty five years or any woman in any part
of an establishment in which liquor or any
other intoxicating drugs were consumed by the
public. The Court prima facie observed that the
challenged provision was a pre-constitution
law, and had to be reviewed in view of the
changed societal conditions and against the
touchstones of Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution. The Court employed the strict scrutiny
standard, and the doctrine of proportionality
and incompatibility to review the Act and
struck down the provision as it perpetrated
sexual differences and restricted a citizen’s
right to be considered for employment, which
was a facet of the right to livelihood.
In reaching this conclusion, the Court discussed
the individual rights of women in international
jurisprudence to analyse and adopt relevant
principles. It elaborated on the interplay of the
doctrines of self-determination and an individual interest, as well as the fundamental tension
between autonomy and security. It noted that in
feminist thought, security and protection are as
much a part of gender justice discourse as the
right to self-determination. However, the State
must not translate protection into censorship,
and held that legislations which impinged on
individual autonomy and privacy by giving
expression to oppressive cultural norms, must
attract judicial scrutiny.

Facts
The Respondent, the Hotel Association of India,
along with four others filed a writ petition
before the Delhi High Court questioning the
validity of the Section 30 of the Act which
prohibited the employment of ‘any woman’ or
‘any man under the age of twenty five years’ in
any part of premises where liquor or intoxicating drugs were consumed by the public. The
members associated with the Respondent
carried on business in hotels, which served
liquor not only in the bar but also in the restaurant and as part of the room service.
The High Court declared Section 30 of the Act
to be ultra vires Articles 19(1)(g), 14 and 15 of the
Constitution insofar as it prohibited employment of any woman in any part of such premises, in which liquor or intoxicating drugs were
consumed by the public. The Respondent filed
an appeal to question that part of the
order whereby restrictions had been put on
employment of any man below the age of
twenty five years.
Issue
A) Whether the Delhi High Court judgment
which declared Section 30 of the Act to be
ultra vires Articles 19(1)(g), 14 and 15 of the
Constitution to the extent it prohibited
employment of any woman in any part of
such premises in which liquor or intoxicating drugs were consumed by the public,
should be upheld.
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and repelled the administrative convenience
argument holding that “by according differential treatment to male and female members of
the uniformed services for the sole purpose of
achieving administrative convenience, the challenged statutes violate the Due Process Clause
of the Fifth Amendment”.
The Court emphasised the use of ‘strict scrutiny
test’ as a norm, while assessing the legislations
with pronounced ‘protective discrimination’
because they potentially serve as double-edged
swords. The test to review ‘protective discrimination’ would require satisfaction of two
prongs, first to determine whether the legislative interference is justified in principle, and
second to assess the proportionality of the measures. Noting that the “impugned legislation
suffers from incurable fixations of stereotype
morality and conception of sexual role”, the
Court applied the test to determine if such measures aligned with the “well-settled gender
norms such as autonomy, equality of opportunity, right to privacy et all”, and whether there
exists a “reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means used and aim
pursued”. The Court also referred to the doctrine of proportionality and incompatibility,
used by the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) to deal with matters of competing
public interests.
The Court, in its analysis, found that the “end
result is an invidious discrimination perpetrating sexual differences”. Moreover, it places
restrictions on a “citizen’s right to be considered for employment, which is a facet of the
right to livelihood”. Consequently, it struck
down the impugned provision.
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The Supreme Court upheld the validity of
two resolutions restricting the operation of
municipal slaughterhouses during the Jain
festival Paryushan. The Court also noted
that one's dietary habits were covered
under the right to privacy.

*

1 opinion by
Justice M. Katju on behalf of
Justice H.K. Seema and himself.

1/0

OPINIONS DISSENT
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Issues
Facts

“... a large number of people are non-vegetarian and
they cannot be compelled to become vegetarian for a long
period. What one eats is one’s personal aﬀair and it is a
part of his right to privacy which is included in
Article 21 of our Conﬆitution as held by several
decisions of this Court.”
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withimposition
Article 19(6),
seven Judge
Bench of
with Judge
ArticleBench
19(6), which
of which allowed imposition of
Supreme
Court in State
of Gujarat
vs. Mirzapur
restrictions on the right to freedom
n State of Gujarat
vs. Mirzapur
reasonable
restrictions
on the reasonable
right to freedom
Moti(AIR
Kureshi
and Ors.
2006 SCunderofArticle
trade 19(1)(g).
and occupation under Article 19(1)(g).
b Jamat and Ors.
2006Kassab
SC Jamat
of trade
and (AIR
occupation
The Court
thatthe
while
referTo of
examine
the reasonableness of the resoluso observed 212).
that while
refer-also observed
To examine
reasonableness
the resoluring High
to Mohd
case,thethe
High
Court the
tions,
Courtof considered the case of State of
ruk’s case, the
CourtFaruk’stions,
Court
considered
casethe
of State
to another decision
theRow
Supreme
vs. V.G.
Row (1952 SCR 597), which had
er decision referred
of the Supreme
Madras vs.ofV.G.
(1952 SCR Madras
597), which
had
Mohd. that
Hanifwhile
Qureshi
vs.
observed
thatthe
while determining whether the
therein, Mohd.Court
Hanifmentioned
Qureshi vs. therein,
observed
determining
whether
State
of Bihar
([1959]
1restriction
SCR 629), is
which
held a therestriction
is reasonable, the Court should
9] 1 SCR 629),
which
held
a
reasonable,
Court should
on slaughterconsider
of cows not
to beonly
reasonable
consider
not only the factors of the restriction
hter of cows total
to beban
reasonable
the factors of
the restriction
this as
case
also and
beenthe extent
such as
duration
and the extent but also the
hat this caseand
hadvalid,
also and
been that such
thehad
duration
butthe
also
the
partially
overruled
by
the Mirzapur and
Moti the
case.manner
circumstances
and the manner in which the
d by the Mirzapur
Moti
case.
circumstances
in which the
The Court
noted the
observations
in Mohd
imposition
the observations
in Mohd
imposition
has been
authorized.
Judginghas
thebeen authorized. Judging the
Faruk’s
Hanif’s case
in
resolutions
the Corporation against the V.G
Mohd. Hanif’s
case case
wereand
in Mohd.
resolutions
of thewere
Corporation
against theofV.G
contradiction
with the
Moti
Row benchmark,
th the Mirzapur
Moti case,
Row Mirzapur
benchmark,
thecase,
Court found
the resolu- the Court found the resolustated, for
“The concept
for
tions
be neither unreasonable nor disproporhe concept ofwhich
compassion
tions toof
becompassion
neither unreasonable
norto
disproporliving 51A(g)
creatures
in Article
51A(g)
is
tionate.
Moreover, it stated that the resolutions
nshrined in Article
is enshrined
tionate.
Moreover,
it stated
that
the resolutions
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were not excessive, as such were
restrictions
not excessive,
had
as such restrictions had
been observed in Ahmedabadbeen
for many
observed
years.
in Ahmedabad for many years.
In this context, the Court referred
In this
to Om
context,
Prakash
the Court referred to Om Prakash
& Ors. vs. State of U.P. & Ors (AIR
& Ors.
2004vs.
SCState
1896),
of U.P. & Ors (AIR 2004 SC 1896),
which held a municipal bye-law
whichprohibiting
held a municipal bye-law prohibiting
sale of meat, fish and egg insale
Rishikesh
of meat,was
fish and egg in Rishikesh was
valid, considering the fact that
valid,
most
considering
people the fact that most people
in Rishikesh came for religious
in Rishikesh
purposes
came for religious purposes
and members of several communities
and members
wereof several communities were
strictly vegetarian.
strictly vegetarian.
The Court thus held the resolutions
The Court were
thus held the resolutions were
constitutionally valid beyond
constitutionally
reasonable valid beyond reasonable
doubt. It referred to the seculardoubt.
character
It referred
of the to the secular character of the
Constitution, which gave equal
Constitution,
respect to which
all
gave equal respect to all
communities, sects, lingual and
communities,
ethnic groups,
sects, lingual and ethnic groups,
etc. in the country, and also
etc.made
in the
several
country, and also made several
socio-cultural and historical references
socio-cultural
to highand historical references to highlight that “India is a country of
light
great
that
diversity,
“India is a country of great diversity,
it is absolutely essential if we wish
it is absolutely
to keep our
essential if we wish to keep our
country united to have tolerance
country
and united
respectto have tolerance and respect
for all communities and sects”.for all communities and sects”.
However, the Supreme Court noted
However,
that imposthe Supreme Court noted that imposing restrictions on the slaughterhouses
ing restrictions
for aon the slaughterhouses for a
considerable period of time would
considerable
have made
period of time would have made
the resolutions excessive andtheinvalid,
resolutions
for it excessive and invalid, for it
would have rendered many people
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have rendered many people associated
with the slaughterhouses unemployed
with the slaughterhouses
as well
unemployed as well
as compelled the large numberas
ofcompelled
non-vegetarithe large number of non-vegetarians living in Ahmedabad to become
ans living
vegetarian.
in Ahmedabad to become vegetarian.
In the context of dietary preferences,
In the context
the Court
of dietary preferences, the Court
stated, “What one eats is one’s
stated,
personal
“What
affair
one eats is one’s personal affair
and it is a part of his right to and
privacy
it is which
a part isof his right to privacy which is
included in Article 21 of our Constitution”,
included in Article
and 21 of our Constitution”, and
referred to R. Rajagopal vs. State of
referred
Tamil Nadu
to R.(AIR
Rajagopal vs. State of Tamil Nadu (AIR
1995 SC 264), which held that right
1995 to
SCprivacy
264), which
is held that right to privacy is
a ‘right to be let alone’.
a ‘right to be let alone’.
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The interception of a conversation constitutes
an invasion of an individual's right to privacy
but the right can be curtailed via procedure
established by law.
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“The interception of conversation though conﬆitutes an
invasion of an individual right to privacy but the said
right can be curtailed in accordance to procedure validly
eﬆablished by law. Thus what the court is required to
see is that the procedure itself muﬆ be fair, juﬆ and
reasonable and non arbitrary, fanciful or oppressive.”
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procedural
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the provisions of
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Articlewrit
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electronic,
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the further
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Government
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wire, different
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under MCOCA
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List
andIIEntries
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2,
Schedul
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other act atofthe
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thethe Seventh
3 commission
of the List III
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the List III of the
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of the Constitution and thatof entries
the Constitution
under
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Lists I, II, III should be given
Listsa I,
broad
II, III
and
should be gi
The Bombay High Court upheld
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Bombay
validityHigh
of Court
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the validity of
liberal
construction.
liberal construction.
Sections 2(d), (e), and (f), Section
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3, and2(d),
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Decision
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rt in their decision
upheld Court
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High Court insofar as it ruled
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2(d), (e)4 and (f),
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4
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reading of
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the main purpose of the MCOCA
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and so it acould
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whetherthethese provisions violated the
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13 to Article
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vs. State of Maharashtra
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Legislature
the MCOCA.
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MCOCA. while
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tion though
constitutes an invasion of an indition though
constitutes
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settled
rule
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privacy but the said right can be
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right
toof
privacy
but the vidual
said right
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tation,inaccording
entries
in the lists to procedure
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the lists to which,
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in accordance to procedure validly
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construction
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a what
ral construction
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a
established
by islaw. Thus what the Court is
established by
law. by
Thus
the Court
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andto
that
us spirit” andbroad
that “there
shall
required
to see
is that the procedure itself must
required
see“there
is thatshall
the procedure
itself
must
always be a presumption
of constitutionality
in and
mption of constitutionality
in
be non
fair, arbitrary,
just and reasonable and non arbitrary,
be fair,
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a statute”.
The doctrine
of pith andThe Court
e”. The doctrine
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fanciful
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fanciful
or oppressive.”
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substance
was also applied
while
examining
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examining
that these provisions
create a ‘procedure estabthat these
provisions
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subject of
the MCOCA
to underect of the MCOCA
underlishedprocedural
by law’ and have sufficient procedural
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by law’ and
have sufficient
it was safeguards
covered within
the Conwas covered stand
withinwhether
the Conembedded to save them from being
embedded
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them from being
e relating to stitutional
legislative scheme
com- relating
unfair
arbitrary, since Section 16 provides
unfair to
or legislative
arbitrary, comsince Section
16 or
provides
petence,
whether
it covered for
the ansame
hether it covered
theand
same
punishments
for an unauthorized user for
punishments
unauthorized
user for
ground
as the
Telegraph
Act, 1885. acquired
Taking these
graph Act, 1885.
Taking
these
information
acquired by interception of wire,
information
by interception
of wire,
into account,
the
Court concluded
that
nt, the Courtfactors
concluded
that
electronic
oral communication. The Court
electronic
or oral communication.
The or
Court
“the
for interception
of the
communicaterception of
thegrounds
communicatherefore
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the constitutional
validity
of the constitutional validity of
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under
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distinct
and
CA are distinct
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Sections
to 16,
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Section
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of Article
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covered by Section
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of the covered
said to be violative of Article 21.
said by
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Any authority vested with the power to
conduct search and seizure, or the power to
arrest without warrant, must comply with the
procedural safeguards before exercising such
power. Conducting a search of a place without
recording reasons violates a person’s privacy.
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Justice S.B. Sinha and
Justice M. Sharma.
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Decision

“The raiding party had suﬃcient time to record reasons.
Why the requirement contained in the proviso appended
to Section 42 of the NDPS Act could not be complied
with, has not been explained. The search of a place
without recording such reasons may violate
somebody's right to privacy.”

T

withcriminal
this requirement
compliance
was with
not this requirement was not
me Court, in this he
criminal
Supreme compliance
Court, in this
permissible
because
it would
permissible
vitiate because
the
it would vitiate the
sessed the legality appeal,
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putof
in place to mitigate the risks of
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the Section
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the to
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that of
obtaining
to. Accordingly,
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Accordingly,
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search
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search
illegal.
conducted was held to be illegal.
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Decision

The Supreme Court observedThe
thatSupreme
the NDPS
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concealed
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was legal.
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belief
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search.
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In the present case, the fact Inthat
thethe
present
officercase, the fac
conducted
the no
raid
at the Appellant’s
conducted house
the raid at the A
The Appellant submitted that The
sinceAppellant
no reasons
submitted
that since
reasons
without recording
without
torecording
obtain a reasons for
were recorded for conducting were
the search
recorded
at his
for conducting
the searchreasons
at his for failing
warrant
means by
that
the officerwarrant
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house without a warrant, as required
house without
by Section
a warrant,
as required
Section
with
Section
of the NDPS Act
with
andSection
“search
42ofof the NDPS A
42 of the NDPS Act, the search42
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of illegal.
the NDPS Act, the
search
was42
illegal.
a place without recording such
a place
reasons
without
may recording s
violate
somebody’s
right to privacy”.
violate The
somebody’s
Court right to pr
The Respondent, State of WestThe
Bengal,
Respondent,
argued State
of West
Bengal, argued
notedthe
that
the officer
had sufficient
noted that
time
thetoofficer had
that in this particular case, the that
officials
in this
believed
particular case,
officials
believed
record reasons,
failure to
record
do the
reasons,
same and failure
that taking prior permissionthat
for taking
the search
prior permission
for theand
search
rendered
the search
illegal.
rendered
Thethe
Court
search wholly
would render the search and seizure
would futile,
renderand
the search
and seizure
futile,wholly
and
allowed
thewas
appeal,
set asideallowed
the impugned
the appeal, set asid
explained that the raiding party
explained
was accompathat the raiding
party
accompaand
the Appellant,
judgment
who
andwas
directed the Ap
nied by senior officials at the rank
niedofby
Additional
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at the rank
of directed
Additional
in jail, be set free.
in jail, be set free.
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Superintendent of Police.
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A woman's right to make reproductive choices
is part of 'personal liberty' under Article 21
of the Constitution. It is important to respect a
woman's right to privacy, dignity and bodily
integrity and recognise that reproductive
choices can be exercised to procreate as well
as to abstain from procreating.

1/0

*

1 opinion by
Chief Justice K.G. Balakrishnan on behalf of
Justice P. Sathasivam,
Justice B.S. Chauhan, and himself
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“There is no doubt that a woman's right to make reproductive choices is also a dimension of 'personal liberty' as
underﬆood under Article 21 of the Conﬆitution of India.
It is important to recognise that reproductive choices can
be exercised to procreate as well as to abﬆain from
procreating. The crucial consideration is that a woman's
right to privacy, dignity and bodily integrity should be
respected. This means that there should be no reﬆriction
whatsoever on the exercise of reproductive choices such as
a woman's right to refuse participation in sexual activity
or alternatively the insiﬆence on use of
contraceptive methods.”

A

dge Bench of the Supreme
three Judge The
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Supreme
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The order
Supreme
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more, the expert body found more,
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The Act
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held thatThe
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MTP disagreed
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though
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her body, she only had a
er her body,had
she full
onlyright
had over
a
abortion’”.“qualified
According‘right
to theto abortion’”. According to the
this right
is qualified Court,
since there
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protecting thestate
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the exercise
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ality as outlined
in right
the United
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1/0

Neuro-scientific methods constitute
testimonial compulsion and violate an
accused person's right against selfincrimination under Article 20(3), and their
right to life and personal liberty under Article
21 of the Constitution. Drug induced revelations and responses are an intrusion into the
mental privacy of the subject and forcible
extraction of testimonial responses was not
* provided for under any statute and could not
be a reasonable exercise of policing functions.

1 opinion by
Justice K.G. Balakrishnan on behalf of
Chief Justice R.V. Raveendran,
Justice J.M. Panchal and himself.
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“We muﬆ recognise the importance of personal autonomy
in aspects such as the choice between remaining silent
and speaking. An individual's decision to make a
ﬆatement is the product of a private choice and there
should be no scope for any other individual to interfere
with such autonomy, especially in circumﬆances where
the person faces exposure to criminal charges
or penalties.”
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me Court in this caseheconsidSupreme Court
in this
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account
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with Article 20(3), the right against
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tion under
right to
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their right
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erty under Article
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liberty physiological
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amount to an
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Constitution.
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and that forcible extractionand
of that
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forcible extraction of testimonial
that the protection
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anynot provided for under any
under Article
self-incrimination
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to Article
a fair trial
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right tothe
a fair
trial
valid
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due process. and
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applicable to
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Arguments

The Petitioners submitted thatThe
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administration
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Decision

The Court also reaffirmed theThe
decision
M.P.reaffirmed the decision of M.P.
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With regard to DNA testing, the Court should
use its discretion only after balancing the
interests of the parties, and after considering
the ‘eminent need’ and weighing the pros and
cons of ordering a DNA test, especially when
there is a conflict between the right to privacy
of a person, who is being compelled to take the
test and duty of the court to reach the truth.
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“In a matter where paternity of a child is in issue before
the court, the use of DNA teﬆ is an extremely delicate
and sensitive aspect. One view is that when modern science gives means of ascertaining the paternity of a child,
there should not be any hesitation to use those means
whenever the occasion requires. The other view is that the
court muﬆ be reluctant in the use of such scientiﬁc
advances and tools which result in invasion of right to
privacy of an individual and may not only be prejudicial
to the rights of the parties but may have devaﬆating eﬀect
on the child. Sometimes the result of such scientiﬁc teﬆ
may baﬆardise an innocent child even though his mother
and her spouse were living together during the time of
conception. In our view, when there is apparent conﬂict
between the right to privacy of a person not to submit
himself forcibly to medical examination and duty of the
court to reach the truth, the court muﬆ exercise its
discretion only after balancing the intereﬆs of the parties
and on due consideration whether for a juﬆ decision in
the matter, DNA is eminently needed.”
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T

his case was concerned with the issue of
when it is appropriate for a court to
order a paternity test. The Supreme
Court had to determine whether the High
Court of Orissa and the State Commission for
Women (Orissa) were justified in ordering a
DNA test of a child and the Appellant,
Bhabhani Prasad, who was the putative father.
The Court reviewed the provisions of the Orissa
(State) Commission for Women Act, 1993 (the
Act) empowering the Commission and
observed that the Commission was not the
competent authority to pass such orders.
Regarding the High Court’s competence to pass
an order for DNA testing, the Supreme Court
analysed the facts of this case in light of precedents including Goutam Kundu vs. State of West
Bengal ((1993) 3 SCC 418) and Sharda vs. Dharampal
((2003) 4 SCC 493). It observed that the High
Court had exceeded its jurisdiction in passing
this order because no prima facie case for DNA
testing was made out, and because matrimonial
proceedings were still pending before the
District Judge. However, should the parties
raise the issue of paternity before the matrimonial court, it would be competent to pass an
order for DNA test.
The Court noted the sensitivities involved with
the issue of ordering a DNA test, and therefore
held that the court should use its discretion
only after balancing the interests of the parties.
It ruled that a court should consider the ‘eminent need’ and weigh the pros and cons of
ordering a DNA test, especially when there is a
conflict between the right to privacy of a person
who is being compelled to take the test and the
duty of the court to reach the truth.

Facts
The Appellant, Bhabani Prasad Jena, and
Suvashree Naik, the Respondent No. 2 were
married in 2007. In less than three months, the
Appellant initiated matrimonial proceedings
before the District Judge for a declaration that
the marriage was null and void as it had not
been consummated.
In 2008, the Respondent No. 2 filed a complaint
before the Orissa State Commission for Women
contending that she and the Appellant-Husband had separated due to torture meted out to
her by the Appellant and his family. She also
claimed that she was pregnant with the Appellant’s child and had no source of income. The
State Commission, apart from ordering maintenance, compensation, and delivery expenses to
be borne by the Appellant, ordered a DNA test
of the child and the Appellant for the purpose
of confirming paternity. The Appellant challenged this order through a writ petition before
the High Court of Orissa claiming that he had
not fathered the unborn child. The High Court
ordered DNA testing of the Appellant as well as
the unborn child. Aggrieved by this order, the
Appellant appealed before the Supreme Court.
Issues
A) What are the extent of powers of the State
Commission for Women (the Commission)
constituted under Section 3 of the Act; and
B) Whether the High Court of Orissa was justified in ordering a DNA test of the child and
his alleged father.
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Telecom service providers must verify the
authenticity of requests for interception of
communication to prevent misuse. Unlawful
interception of communication amounts to
gross violation of the right to privacy.
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“Sanctity and regularity in oﬃcial communication in such
matters muﬆ be maintained especially when the service
provider is taking the serious ﬆep of intercepting the telephone conversation of a person and by doing so is invading the privacy right of the person concerned and which
is a fundamental right protected under the Conﬆitution,
as has been held by this Court.”
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manner
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procedural
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appropriate
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Number of
Opinion(s)

Revealing bank account details of individuals
without establishing prima facie grounds to
accuse them of wrongdoing violates their
right to privacy.

1 opinion by
Justice B.S. Reddy and
Justice S.S. Nijjar.

1/0

OPINIONS DISSENT
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“Right to privacy is an integral part of right to life. This is
a cherished conﬆitutional value, and it is important that
human beings be allowed domains of freedom that are free
of public scrutiny unless they act in an unlawful manner.
(...) The solution for the problem of abrogation of one zone
of conﬆitutional values cannot be the creation of another
zone of abrogation of conﬆitutional values. The rights of
citizens, to eﬀectively seek the protection of fundamental
rights, under Clause (1) of Article 32 have to be balanced
againﬆ the rights of citizens and persons under
Article 21.”
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Press freedom must be carefully regulated
and reconciled with a person's fundamental
right to privacy.

1 opinion by
Justice M. Sharma and
Justice Anil R. Dave.

1/0

OPINIONS DISSENT
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Facts

Facts

media needed checks and balances
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order to
checks and ba
ensure that it did not infringeensure
upon individuthat it did not infring
The Appellants, the Hindustan
The Appellants,
Times,
the
Hindustan
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als’ privacy.
The Court
als’ privacy.
the rightThe
to Court held
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published
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a newspaper
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September
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in nature
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filed an affidavit
Appellants
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Allahabad
was rejected
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Court,
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against which
the itpresent
appeal to held
held that
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that
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was filed.
was filed.
and thus ordered closure ofand
thethus
contempt
ordered closure

“The role of the media is to provide to the readers and the
public in general with information and views teﬆed
and found as true and correct. This power muﬆ be
carefully regulated and muﬆ reconcile with a person's
fundamental right to privacy.”

I

e Supreme Courtn recognized
this case, the Supreme
In deciding
Court
the
recognized
case, the Court
In observed
deciding the
thatcase, the Court observed that
concile the right to
the
freedom
need toof
reconcile
the the
freedom
right to
offreedom
the press
of and media
the freedom
neededoftothe press and media needed to
eedom of the press
speech
with and
indi-freedom
be of
adequately
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indi- in order
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of individual
of a privacy
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about the then-Chief
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that even
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the Court
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gainst the ings
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initiated
andagainst
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Appellants
right to privacy.
and
basis of the right to privacy.
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disposed of the appeal.
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Issue

Issue

proceedings initiated against them.
proceedings initiated against

Whether
and press
the right to free speech and press
A) Whether the right to free speech
freedom under Article 19 held by
freedom
the Appelunder Article 19 held by the Appellants’ was reasonably restricted
lants’ was
underreasonably restricted under
Article 19(2).
Article 19(2).
Decision

Decision

In discussing whether the appeal
In discussing
should be
whether the appeal should be
allowed, the Court observedallowed,
that while
the the
Court observed that while the
media, as the “fourth pillar of democracy”,
media, as thewas
“fourth pillar of democracy”, was
responsible for shaping publicresponsible
opinion, mainfor shaping public opinion, maintaining State accountability and
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ensuring
Stateindiaccountability and ensuring individual participation in governance,
vidual participation
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in governance, it had a
great responsibility in discharging
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faithfully.
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limitedof
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The right to life envisages the right to sleep
peacefully, and any unjustified intrusion
would amount to an invasion of privacy,
which was recognized to be an essential facet
of the right to life and human dignity.

2/0

1 opinion by
Justice S. Kumar and
1 concurring opinion by
Justice B.S. Chauhan.

OPINIONS DISSENT
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Issue

“(I)t is evident that (the) right of privacy and the right to
sleep have always been treated to be a fundamental right
like a right to breathe, to eat, to drink, to blink, etc.”

Facts

Facts

Issue

Whether
144 ofthe
theimposition of
A) Whether the imposition of Section
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973
Code
(CrPC)
of Criminal
at
Procedu
the rally violated the right tothe
free
rally
speech
violated the rig
and expression, the right to assembly
and expression,
and
the right
the right to life, as protected under
the right
Article
to life, as protec
19 and Article 21.
19 and Article 21.
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Justice Chauhan further observed that the right
to privacy and the right to sleep were both
fundamental rights. Relying upon the judgment in Ram Jethmalani & Ors. vs. Union of India
((2011) 8 SCC 1), he noted that the State was
obligated to protect the right to privacy of the
sleeping persons from intrusion, against the
actions of others in society. He also observed
that privacy was not, however, absolute and
may be limited in extreme circumstances.
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enforceability of a direction for DNA teﬆing. The
valuable right of the appellant under the said direction,
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be taken away by asking the appellant to be satisﬁed with
the comparatively weak ‘adverse inference’.”
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AND ACCESS
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Number of
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Information sought under the RTI Act
regarding a public officer's service career,
assets and liabilities, movable and immovable
properties would violate the privacy of the
public officer and is exempt from disclosure.

1 opinion by
Justice K.S. P. Radhakrishnan and
Justice D. Misra.

1/0
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“The performance of an employee/oﬃcer in an organization
is primarily a matter between the employee and the employer and normally those aspects are governed by the
service rules which fall under the expression "personal
information", the disclosure of which has no relationship
to any public activity or public intereﬆ. On the other
hand, the disclosure of which would cause unwarranted
invasion of privacy of that individual. Of course, in a
given case, if the Central Public Information Oﬃcer or
the State Public Information Oﬃcer of the Appellate Authority is satisﬁed that the larger public intereﬆ juﬆiﬁes
the disclosure of such information, appropriate orders
could be passed but the Petitioner cannot claim those
details as a matter of right.”
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It is important to shield the right to privacy
and confidentiality of the juvenile in conflict
with law, and so the identity of the juvenile
must not be disclosed at any stage of
the proceeding.

2/0
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Justice M. B. Lokur and
1 concurring opinion by
Justice T.S. Thakur.
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“The right to privacy and conﬁdentiality of a juvenile is
required to be protected by all means and through all the
ﬆages of the proceedings, and this is one of the reasons
why the identity of a juvenile in conﬂict with law is
not disclosed.”
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“...under the Act, a citizen has the right to information
held or under the control of public authority and hence
Information Commissioners are to ensure that the right
to privacy of person protected under Article 21 of the
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I
“The satisfaction has to be arrived at by the authorities
objectively and the consequences of such disclosure have
to be weighed with regard to circumﬆances of a given
case. The decision has to be based on objective satisfaction
recorded for ensuring that larger public intereﬆ outweighs unwarranted invasion of privacy or other factors
ﬆated in the provision. (...) there may be cases where the
disclosure has no relationship to any public activity or
intereﬆ or it may even cause unwarranted invasion of
privacy of the individual. All these protections have to be
given their due implementation as they spring from ﬆatutory exemptions. It is not a decision simpliciter between
private intereﬆ and public intereﬆ. It is a matter where a
conﬆitutional protection is available to a person with
regard to the right to privacy.”
194

In this case, the Appellant, the Bihar
Public Service Commission denied information sought by Saiyed Hussain Abbas
Rizwi, the Respondent by invoking Section
8(1)(g) of the Right to Information Act, 2005
(RTI Act). The Appellant had advertised vacancies in certain posts of the Bihar Government.
On receiving a limited number of applications,
it selected the candidates on the basis of an
interview alone. The Respondent filed an RTI
seeking various details relating to the examination as well as details of the members of the
interview board. Before the matter reached the
Supreme Court, most details requested by the
Respondent had been released to him, except
for those relating to the interview board members, on the ground that the interviewers’
details fell under the exceptions provided in
Section 8 of the RTI Act.
In determining whether the Respondent was
entitled to such details, the Court analysed the
general scheme of the RTI Act, as well as of
Section 8, which provided exceptions to the
general rule of obligation to furnish information. The Court noted that the right to information was not an uncontrolled right, and was
subject to inbuilt restrictions (in the form of
exemptions in the public interest) and constitutional limitations emerging from the right to
life under Article 21. In view of this, the Court
held that the disclosure of details of the members of the interview board could endanger
their lives or their physical safety and thus
infringe on their rights under Article 21, in
addition to hampering the effective discharge
of their duties as interviewers. The Court

further discussed the potential impact of
disclosure on the right to privacy of the interviewers and the need to balance the two rights
in the larger public interest. It concluded that
no larger public purpose would be addressed
by disclosure in this case. Accordingly, the
Court held that the Appellant was not bound
to reveal the information requested by
the Respondent.
Facts
The Appellant, the Bihar Public Service Commission published an advertisement to fill up
vacancies for the post of "State Examiner of
Questioned Documents". A written examination would have been conducted if there were a
large number of applicants, but since the
Appellant did not receive enough applications,
it decided against holding a written examination. The Appellant completed the process of
selecting candidates and recommended the
group of selected candidates to the State. The
Respondent, Saiyed Hussain Abbas Rizwi,
claiming to be a public spirited citizen, filed an
application before the Appellant, seeking information regarding various matters concerning
the interviews held. These queries related to
the names, designation, and addresses of the
subject experts present in the interview board,
names and addresses of the candidates who
appeared, the interview statement with certified photocopies of the marks of all the candidates, criteria for selection of the candidates, a
tabulated statement containing average marks
allotted to the candidates on their education
during the selection process with the signatures
of the members/officers and a certified copy of
the merit list.
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as to inter alia include within its ambit the right
to live with dignity, right to shelter, right to
basic needs and even the right to reputation.
The expression ‘life’ under Section 8(1)(g) of the
RTI Act, thus, has to be understood in somewhat similar dimensions”.
The Court applied the above interpretation of
Section 8(1)(g) along with the reasoning of the
CBSE case. It observed that disclosure of details
of the members of the interview board would ex
facie endanger their lives or physical safety. It
would also hamper the effective performance
of their duties. Moreover, the “possibility of a
failed candidate attempting to take revenge
from such persons cannot be ruled out. On the
one hand, it is likely to expose the members of
the Interview Board to harm and, on the other,
such disclosure would serve no fruitful much
less any public purpose”.
The Supreme Court set aside the judgment of
the High Court and held that the Appellant was
not bound to furnish the details of the members
of the interview board.
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Facts

“…undoubtedly, the two ﬁnger teﬆ and its interpretation
violates the right of rape survivors to privacy, physical
and mental integrity and dignity. Thus, this teﬆ, even
if the report is aﬃrmative, cannot ipso facto, be given
rise to presumption of consent.”
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“[T]he information sought by the appellant herein is the
third party information wherein third party may plead a
privacy defence and the proper queﬆion would be as to
whether divulging of such an information is in the public
intereﬆ or not.” [Judgment by Single Judge of the Delhi High Court, quoted and aﬃrmed.]
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The RTI Act does not warrant disclosure of
personal information, which has no nexus
with any public activity or serves any larger
public interest, and would violate the right to
privacy of the concerned person. Both rights,
the right to information and the right to privacy
have constitutional underpinnings, but are
not absolute rights and can be restricted where
they impinge on each other, in the larger
public interest.

*

1 opinion by
K.S.P. Radhakrishnan on behalf of
Justice A.K. Sikri and himself.
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Facts

“Recognizing the fact that the right to privacy is a
sacrosanct facet of Article 21 of the Conﬆitution, the
legislation has put a lot of safeguards to protect the rights
under Section 8(j), as already indicated. If the information
sought for is personal and has no relationship with any
public activity or intereﬆ or it will not sub-serve larger
public intereﬆ, the public authority or the oﬃcer concerned
is not legally obliged to provide those information.”
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“We, therefore, hold that values of privacy, self-identity,
autonomy and personal integrity are fundamental rights
guaranteed to members of the transgender community
under Article 19(1)(a) of the Conﬆitution of India and
the State is bound to protect and recognize those rights.”
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T
“We would, however, while upholding the order passed by
the High Court, consider it juﬆ and appropriate to record
a caveat, giving the appellant-wife liberty to comply with
or disregard the order passed by the High Court, requiring
the holding of the DNA teﬆ. In case, she accepts the
direction issued by the High Court, the DNA teﬆ will
determine conclusively the veracity of accusation levelled
by the respondent-husband, againﬆ her. In case, she
declines to comply with the direction issued by the
High Court, the allegation would be determined by the
concerned Court, by drawing a presumption of the nature
contemplated in Section 114 of the Indian Evidence Act,
especially, in terms of illuﬆration (h) thereof. (...)
This course has been adopted to preserve the right of individual privacy to the extent possible. Of course, without
sacriﬁcing the cause of juﬆice.”
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his appeal looked into the question of
using DNA testing of a child to establish
fidelity in a marriage. The case arose
when Ronobroto Roy, the Respondent husband
sought dissolution of his marriage to the Petitioner wife, Dipanwita Roy on a range of grounds,
including infidelity. Apart from other charges, the
Respondent claimed that the Petitioner was in an
extra-marital relationship and the child born
during the marriage was a product of this
relationship. The Respondent moved an application seeking DNA testing of the child to substantiate his allegation, which was denied by the family
court but affirmed by the High Court of Calcutta.
While upholding the order passed by the High
Court of Calcutta, after considering a range of
precedents, the Supreme Court allowed the application of the Respondent husband for DNA
testing, noting that it was the surest way to prove
fidelity in the marriage. However, noting various
precedents cautioning against the invasion of
privacy caused by compelled medical tests, the
Court added a caveat giving liberty to the Appellant wife to comply with or disregard the order of
DNA testing. In accordance with Section 114 of the
Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (IEA), should the
Appellant wife resist the test, the Court would
draw an ‘adverse inference’ against her. The Court
noted that this course preserved privacy to the
extent possible, without sacrificing the cause
of justice.
Facts
Ronobroto Roy, the Respondent had sought a
divorce from his wife, the Appellant. One of the
grounds for divorce was the adulterous lifestyle of
the Appellant, including an allegation that she
was conducting an affair with one Mr. Deven

Shah, who she also had a child with. The Appellant denied the allegations levelled against her
and averred that she and the Respondent had
been cohabiting throughout the subsistence of
their marriage. Following this, the Respondent
moved an application in the family court seeking
a DNA test of the child born to the Appellant in
order to substantiate his claims. This application
was dismissed by the family court but was upheld
by the High Court of Calcutta, which allowed his
prayer for DNA testing. Aggrieved by the order of
the High Court, the Appellant moved the
Supreme Court through this petition.
Issue
A) Whether a civil court could order a child to
take a DNA test to determine infidelity in a
marriage.
Arguments
The Appellant relied on the Privy Council
decision in Karapaya Servai vs. Mayandi (AIR 1934
PC 49) to argue that, in line with Section 112 of the
IEA, if the opportunity for marital intercourse is
shown to have existed during the continuance of a
valid marriage, it should act as a conclusive proof
and the child born during such marriage would be
considered as a legitimate child.
The Appellant further referred to the Supreme
Court’s decision in Goutam Kundu vs. State of West
Bengal & Anr. ((1993) 3 SCC 418) to argue that
courts could not order a blood test as a matter of
course, and there should be a strong prima facie
case to dispel the presumption of ‘access’ arising
under Section 112 of the IEA. Reference was also
made to Sham Lal @ Kuldeep vs. Sanjeev Kumar and
Ors ((2009) 12 SCC 454), which held that the
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a
of infidelity, without a
h the truth without
for theholding
court tothe
reach the
DNA
truthtest.
without
However,
holding
thethe
Court recorded
DNA test.a However,
caveat
the Court recorded a caveat
228

giving the Appellant liberty togiving
comply
thewith
Appellant
or
liberty to comply with or
disregard the High Court’s orderdisregard
because itthe
would
High Court’s order because it would
help preserve the privacy rightshelp
of the
preserve
Appellant,
the privacy rights of the Appellant,
and it would determine the issue
and itof would
infidelity
determine the issue of infidelity
without expressly disturbing without
the presumption
expressly disturbing the presumption
under Section 112 of the IEA. under Section 112 of the IEA.
The Court clarified that the issue
The of
Court
legitimacy
clarified that the issue of legitimacy
would be incidentally involved,would
and inbecase
incidentally
the
involved, and in case the
Appellant declined to complyAppellant
with the declined
High
to comply with the High
Court’s order, the Court would
Court’s
determine
order,the
the Court would determine the
allegations levelled against herallegations
by drawing
levelled
an against her by drawing an
adverse presumption against her.
adverse presumption against her.
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ABC VS.
STATE (NCT OF DELHI)

AIR 2015 SC 2569, (2015) 10 SCC 1

2015
Case Status

Case Type

Additional
Aspect(s)
of Privacy

Conﬆitutional
Provision(s)

Bench
Strength

NOT
OVERRULED
CIVIL
APPEAL
AUTONOMY
No Speciﬁc
Conﬆitutional
Provision Referenced

2

JUDGES

Number of
Opinion(s)

Compelling a single mother to disclose the
name of her child's father violates the mother's
right to privacy.

1 opinion by
Justice V. Sen on behalf of
Justice A. M. Sapre and himself.

1/0

OPINIONS DISSENT

231

“It is imperative that the rights of the mother muﬆ also be
given due consideration. As Ms. Malhotra, learned
Senior Counsel for the Appellant, has eloquently argued,
the Appellant’s fundamental right of privacy would be
violated if she is forced to disclose the name and
particulars of the father of her child. Any responsible
man would keep track of his oﬀspring and be concerned
for the welfare of the child he has brought into the world;
this does not appear to be so in the present case, on a
perusal of the pleading as they presently portray.”

I

nt, the Supreme Court
n thisallowed
judgment, the
TheSupreme
Court further
Court observed
allowed thatThe
in other
Courtsystems,
further observed that in other systems,
inst orders of theanDelhi
appeal
High
againstincluding
orders ofunder
the Delhi
the Hindu
High Minority
including
and Guardiunder the Hindu Minority and Guardie guardian court Court
dismissing
and the
a guardian
anship Act,
court1956,
dismissing
the natural
a guardianship
anship Act, 1956,
of an the natural guardianship of an
ication underguardianship
Section 7 of application
the
illegitimate
under Section
child would
7 of theprimarily
illegitimate
rest with
child
the would primarily rest with the
rds Act, 1890Guardians
(G&W Act).
and
The
Wards mother
Act, 1890
of(G&W
the child.
Act). The
The Court
mother
noted ofthat
thethe
child. The Court noted that the
iled by an unwed
application
Christian
was filed father
by an
of an
unwed
illegitimate
Christian
child didfather
not stand
of anon
illegitimate
the
child did not stand on the
t want to givemother
specificwho
notice
didtonot want
same
to give
pedestal.
specific
Especially
notice to
in cases
same
like pedestal.
the present,
Especially in cases like the present,
hild regarding
thethe
father
application
of the childwhere
regarding
the father
the application
had not shown
where
any the
interest
father
in had not shown any interest in
uardianship offiled
her by
child,
her as
forheguardianship
exercising
of his
herrights,
child, giving
as he himexercising
legal recognition
his rights, giving him legal recognition
interest in being
hadinvolved
not shown
with
any interest
would
in being
be unnecessary.
involved with
The Court
would
observed
be unnecessary.
that
The Court observed that
he course of the
deliberations,
child’s life.the
In the course
in matters
of deliberations,
relating to children,
the
in
thematters
rights relating
of the to children, the rights of the
mpelling a mother
Court held
to disclose
that compelling
child must
a mother
remain
to disclose
paramount, which
child must
in this
remain
case paramount, which in this case
er child’s father
details
would
regarding
violate her child’s
wouldfather
be best
would
served
violate
by allowing
would
his be
mother
best served
to
by allowing his mother to
y, especially inher
a case
rightwhere
to privacy,
the especially
become inhis
a case
legalwhere
guardian
the even
become
if it his
required
legal guardian even if it required
own any inclination
father hastowards
not shownrelaxing
any inclination
procedural
towards
guidelinesrelaxing
such asprocedural
those
guidelines such as those
rights.
exercising paternal rights.
under Section 11 of the G&W Act.
under Section 11 of the G&W Act.
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On the other hand, the State contended
On the other
that under
hand, the State con
Section 11 of the G&W Act, the
Section
parents
11 of the G&W Act,
minor had to be notified beforeminor
a guardian
had towas
be notified befo
Facts
Facts
appointed, and that under Section
appointed,
19 of theand
G&W
that under Sect
Act, no guardian could be appointed
Act, no
if guardian
the fathercould be app
The Appellant was a single Christian
The Appellant
mother who
was a single
Christian
mother
was alive
and was
notwho
unfit to be
was
thealive
guardian
and was
of not unfit to
was well educated and financially
was independent.
well educated and
independent.
thefinancially
child.
the child.
She had applied to be the sole guardian
She hadof
applied
her sonto be the sole guardian of her son
under Section 7 of the G&W Act.under
Section
Section
11 of 7the
of the G&W
Act. Section 11 of the
Decision
Decision
G&W Act requires a notice toG&W
be sent
Act to
requires
the
a notice to be sent to the
parents of the child before the appointment
parents of theofchild
a before
appointment
a
The the
Supreme
Court, ofwhile
arriving
The Supreme
at their
Court, while
guardian. The Appellant issuedguardian.
public notice
The Appellant
of
issuedreferred
public notice
of
decision,
to the provisions
decision,
of Hindu
referred
and to the provis
the petition for guardianship but
the was
petition
averse
fortoguardianship
but waslaws
averse
to
Mohammedan
regarding
Mohammedan
guardianship in
laws regarding
disclosing the particulars of the child’s
disclosing
father.
the The
particulars
of the
India
andchild’s
noted father.
that inThe
the case India
of a child
and noted
born tothat in the cas
Appellant also submitted an affidavit
Appellant
mentioning
also submitted
an affidavit
unwed
parents,mentioning
the mother wasunwed
given preference
parents, the mother wa
that her rights as a guardian that
may her
be revoked,
rights as a guardian
be revoked,
in mattersmay
of custody.
They further
in matters
analysed
of laws
custody. They fur
altered or amended if the child’s altered
father at
orany
amended
time if the
fatherlike
at any
of child’s
countries
thetime
UK, US,
of Ireland,
countriesNew
like the UK, U
objected to them. However, the
objected
guardian
to them.
court However,
guardian
court
Zealandtheand
South America
and
Zealand
observed
and South
the
America
refused to process her application
refused
unlesstoshe
process
gave her application
unless giving
she gave
common position
an unwed
common
mother
position
prefer- giving an unw
the name and particulars of the child’s
the name
father.
and The
particulars
of for
the guardianship
child’s father. rights.
The After
ence
encediscussing
for guardianship
the
rights. A
Delhi High Court dismissed herDelhi
appeal,
High
holding
Court dismissed
her appeal,
predominant
legalholding
opinions on
predominant
the issue, legal
the opinions
that the guardianship could notthat
be granted
the guardianship
withcould
bethat
granted
withCourt not
held
guardianship
and
Court
other
heldrelated
that guardianship
out notifying the natural father and
out notifying
making him
theanatural
fathershould
and making
him a to the
rights
be granted
rights
mother
should
of be
an granted to
party to the case. She then party
approached
to the the
case. She
then approached
thein mind
illegitimate
child keeping
illegitimate
the paramount
child keeping in m
Supreme Court in appeal.
Supreme Court in appeal.
welfare of the child. They also
welfare
considered
of thethe
child. They al

Convention on the Rights of theConvention
Child to underon the Rights of t
Issue
Issue
stand the principles regarding the
stand
bestthe
interests
principles
of regarding
the child.
the child.
A) Whether it was imperative for
Whether
an unwed
it was imperative for an unwed
mother to specifically notify mother
the putative
to specifically
notify
the putative
Further,
the Court
said that theFurther,
argument
theofCourt
the said that th
father of the child of an application
father
to of
become
the child of
an application
to become
State
with respect
to Sections State
11 and
with
19 respect
over- to Section
the legal guardian of the child. the legal guardian of
the child.
looked
the significance of Sectionlooked
7, which
thewas
significance
the
of Sectio

‘quintessence’ of the Guardians‘quintessence’
and Wards Act,
of the Guardian
Arguments
Arguments
1890. The Court said that Section1890.
11 applied
The Court
when
said that Sectio
a third party was seeking guardianship
a third party
of a child
was seeking guar
The Appellant argued that sheThe
did Appellant
not want argued
to
that the
she views
did notofwant
and
the to
child’sand
natural
the views
parentsof the child’
disclose the identity of the child’s
disclose
fatherthe
because
identity ofbecame
the child’s
father However,
because in case
pertinent.
became
of an
pertinent.
illegiti- However, in
disclosure of the father’s identity
disclosure
would result
of theinfather’s
identity
result inof themate
mate
child,would
the meaning
termchild,
‘parent’
the inmeaning of th
controversy regarding the child’s
controversy
paternity regarding
and
the child’s
paternity
and to theSection
Section
11 could
be limited
parent11
who
could
wasbe limited to t
result in social negativity.
result in social negativity.
the sole caregiver. The Court further
the solenoted
caregiver.
that The Court
233

Section
11 was
purely procedural, which procerely procedural,
which
procedure
could be
from in the interests of the
ated from in the
interests
of deviated
the
welfare of a child.

the noted
question
f privacy, the On
Court
thatof privacy, the Court noted that
the of
fundamental
ight to privacy
the mother right to privacy of the mother
maytobe
violated
compelling her
provide
theby compelling her to provide the
father’s
and particulars when she did not
particulars when
shename
did not
want
involve
m in her son’s
life.toThe
Courthim in her son’s life. The Court
notedany
thatconcern
the father had not shown any concern
er had not shown
for his
since his birth and that the Appellant
is birth and that
the son
Appellant
hadthat
raised
independently, and that the choice
ependently, and
the him
choice
bothbe
individuals
in this regardofmust
respect- in this regard must be respected, especially
if it was in furtherance of the child’s
was in furtherance
of the child’s
best interests.
Court accordingly
allowed The
the Court accordingly allowed the
appeal, and
directed that the Appellant’s guardied that the Appellant’s
guardiapplication be allowed to proceed.
be allowed toanship
proceed.
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ADVOCATES-ON-RECORD
ASSOCIATION & ANR. VS.
UNION OF INDIA
(2016) 5 SCC 1, (2016) 2 SCC (LS) 253

2015
Case Status

Case Type

Conﬆitutional
Provision(s)

Bench
Strength

NOT
OVERRULED
CIVIL WRIT
PETITION

ARTICLES
21,124,124A,217,
222,224,224A

5

JUDGES

Number of
Opinion(s)

The right to know and the right to privacy are
both implied fundamental rights. Information
voluntarily supplied by a person recommended for appointment to higher judiciary must
not be disclosed.

5/1

OPINIONS DISSENT

4 separate opinions by
Justice J.S. Khehar,
Justice M.B. Lokur,
Justice A. K. Goel and
Justice K. Joseph
and 1 dissenting opinion by
Justice J. Chelameswar.
237

Facts

“The right to know is not a fundamental right but at beﬆ
it is an implicit fundamental right and it is hedged in
with the implicit fundamental right to privacy that all
people enjoy. The balance between the two implied
fundamental rights is diﬃcult to maintain, but the 99th
Conﬆitution Amendment Act and the NJAC Act do not
even attempt to consider, let alone achieve that balance.”

T

ark judgment has come
his landmark
to be
judgment
judiciary that
hasformed
come to
part
beof thejudiciary
basic structure
that formed
of
part of the basic structure of
the ‘Fourth Judges known
Case’. as
It thethe
‘Fourth
Constitution,
Judges Case’.
and a It
five Judge
the Constitution,
Constitution and a five Judge Constitution
from a group of stemmed
petitions from
Bench
a group
struck of
down
petitions
the 99th Amendment
Bench struck and
down the 99th Amendment and
idity of the Constitution
challenging(Ninethe validityconsequently
of the Constitution
the NJAC
(NineAct by consequently
a majority of the
4:1, NJAC Act by a majority of 4:1,
ment) Act, 2014
ty-Ninth
(99th AmendAmendment)declaring
Act, 2014
the(99th
Acts unconstitutional.
Amenddeclaring the Acts unconstitutional.
the National ment)
Judicialalong
Appointwith the National Judicial Appointn Act, 2014 (NJAC
ments Act).
Commission
These Act,
While
2014discussing
(NJAC Act).
concerns
These regarding
While transparendiscussing concerns regarding transparenplace the prevailing
Acts sought
collegium
to replacecythe
andprevailing
accountability
collegium
in the NJAC,
cy and
Justice
accountability
Lokur
in the NJAC, Justice Lokur
making appointments
system used
to the
for making
observed
appointments
that the 99th
to Amendment
the
observed
and the
that
NJAC
the 99th Amendment and the NJAC
with the National
higher judiciary
Judicial with
Actthe
left open
National
questions
Judicial
regarding
Actthe
leftprivacy
open questions
of
regarding the privacy of
mmittee (NJAC).
Appointments Committee
the (NJAC).
candidates for appointment
theascandidates
judges. He
for appointment as judges. He
concluded that the 99th Amendment
concludedand
that
thethe 99th Amendment and the
ed a greater role
Thefor
NJAC
the execuproposed a NJAC
greater
Act,
role
which
for the
were
execurepresented
NJAC
to allow
Act, which
trans-were represented to allow transdicial appointments.
tive in making
This was
judicialparency
appointments.
into theThis
previously
was
opaque
parencycollegium
into the previously opaque collegium
uce transparency
allegedly
and accountato introduce transparency
system, did not
andattempt
accountato balance
system,
the candidates’
did not attempt to balance the candidates’
on process. However,
bility in the Court
selection process.
right toHowever,
privacy with
the the
Court
citizens’right
righttotoprivacy
know. In
with the citizens’ right to know. In
be in violation
found
of thethe
principles
NJAC to be indoing
violation
so, he
of the
acknowledged
principles thedoing
existence
so, heofacknowledged
an
the existence of an
power and of
independence
separation of
of power
implicit
and independence
fundamental right
of
toimplicit
privacyfundamental
which
right to privacy which
would be subject to checks and balances.
would be subject to checks and balances.
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Facts

opacity of the prevailing collegium
opacity
system
of theand
prevailing colle
introduce fairness as well as a degree
introduce
of meritocrafairness as well as a d
The constitutional validity of the
TheNJAC
constitutional
Act and validity
thesubmitted
NJAC Actthat
andthe NJAC
cy. Heofalso
cy. He
would
also submitted
diverthat the N
the 99th Amendment Act was challenged
the 99th Amendment
through
Act
sifywas
thechallenged
selection through
process in sify
ordertheto selection
ensure process in
this group of petitions before a five
this Judge
group Constiof petitions accountability
before a five Judge
and Constithat the NJAC
accountability
would introand that the N
tution Bench. The NJAC was settution
up forBench.
selection,
The NJAC
wastransparency
set up for selection,
duce
in the processduce
of selection
transparency
and in the proce
appointment, and transfer of the
appointment,
judges to the
and transfer
of the judges
to the
appointments
of judges.
appointments of judges.
higher judiciary to replace the prevailing
higher judiciary
collegi-to replace the prevailing collegium system under Articles 124(2)um
andsystem
217(1) under
of the Articles
124(2) and 217(1) of the
Decision
Decision
Constitution. The NJAC included
Constitution.
the Union
The NJAC included the Union
Minister for Law and Justice and
Minister
two eminent
for Law andThe
Justice
and
eminentof 4:1 The
Court
bytwo
a majority
struck
Court
down
by the
a majority of 4:
persons, besides the Chief Justice
persons,
of India,
besides
and the Chief
Justice of India,
and
99th Amendment
and consequently
99ththe
Amendment
NJAC Act and consequ
next two senior most judges next
in the
twoSupreme
senior mostasjudges
in the Supreme
unconstitutional
and void. The
asmajority
unconstitutional
includ- and void. T
Court. The collegium, which theCourt.
NJACThe
proposed
collegium, ing
which
the NJAC
proposed
Justices
Khehar,
Lokur, Goeling
andJustices
Joseph,Khehar,
held Lokur, Go
to supplant, included the ChieftoJustice
supplant,
of India
included that
the Chief
Justice of India
the involvement
of the that
executive
the involvement
in the
of the
and a forum of the four senior-most
and ajudges
forumofofthe
the fourappointment
senior-most of
judges
ofimpinged
the
judges
appointment
upon the primaof judges impinge
Supreme Court.
Supreme Court.
cy and supremacy of the judiciary,
cy and
andsupremacy
violated of the judi

the principle of separation of powers
the principle
betweenofthe
separation of p
Issue
Issue
executive and judiciary which formed
executive
partand
of the
judiciary which
basic structure of the Constitution.
basic structure
However,of the Const
99th Amendthe NJACJustice
Act andChelameswar
the 99th AmendA) Whether the NJAC Act and theWhether
in his dissenting
Justice Chelameswar
opinion
in his d
ment Act were constitutionally valid.
ment Act were constitutionally
valid.
disagreed that
the NJAC was unconstitutional.
disagreed that the
He NJAC was u
pointed out that though judicial
pointed
independence
out that though judi
Arguments
Arguments
formed a part of the basic structure,
formed
there
a part
wasof
anthe basic stru
abundance of opinion that suggested
abundance
that primacy
of opinion that sugg
Regarding the need for increased
Regarding
transparency
the need for
increased
to the
opiniontransparency
of the judiciary to
was
thenot
opinion
the only
of the judiciary
and accountability, the Attorney
and General,
accountability,
on
the
General,
on
wayAttorney
for establishing
an independent
way for
andestablishing
efficient an indepe
behalf of the Respondents asserted
behalf ofthat
thethe
Respondents
the neither
judiciaryasserted
and thatthat
it was
judiciary
a normand
northat
a it was neit
manner of selection and appointment
manner ofofselection
the
and appointment
fundamental
aspectof ofthethe Constitution.
fundamental He
aspect of the
Judges to the higher judiciary must
Judges
be to
known
the higher
to
judiciary
must be knownoftosuch fora
added, ‘Independence
added,
rests
‘Independence
on two
of such
civil society as they have the right
civil to
society
know.asHe
they have
the right
to know. He
integers
- independence
of the institution
integers - independence
and of
of the
referred to a range of precedents
referred
to buttress
to a range
the of individuals
precedents who
to buttress
the
man the
institution’.
individuals who man the instit
existence of the right to know as existence
part of theoffundathe right to know as part of the fundamental right to freedom of speech
mental
and expression,
right to freedomWhile
of speech
and expression,
the majority
judgment revived
While the collegimajority judgment r
including Indian Express Newspapers
including
vs. Union
IndianofExpress
vs. Union of that
umNewspapers
system, it acknowledged
umthe
system,
systemit had
acknowledged th
India ((1985) 1 SCC 641), AttorneyIndia
General
((1985)
vs. Times
1 SCC 641),
General to
vs.make
Timesit more
toAttorney
be streamlined
to responsive
be streamlined
and to make it m
Newspapers Ltd. (1973 3 All ER 54)
Newspapers
and State of
Ltd.
U.P.
(1973 3transparent.
All ER 54) andHowever,
State of U.P.Justice
transparent.
Chelameswar
However, Just
vs. Raj Narain ((1975) 4 SCC 428).
vs. Raj
TheNarain
Attorney
((1975) observed
4 SCC 428).
thatThe
the Attorney
present collegium
observed
system
thatlacks
the present colle
General pointed out that the NJAC
General
would
pointed
comeout that
the NJAC would
come and
transparency,
accountability
transparency,
objectivity, and
accountability a
within the ambit of RTI Act, towithin
help remove
the ambit
the of RTI
Act, to
help remove
barring
occasional
leaks,the
the public
barring
had occasional
no access leaks, the pu
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to noted
information
relatingdid
to not
it. He
noted thatany
themeasures
did not
incorporate
any measures required for
ating to it. He
that the
incorporate
required
for
proposed
composition
of the NJAC
could
havefundamental
balancing
the two
tion of the NJAC
could
have
balancing
the two
implicit
rights.
He implicit fundamental rights. He
acted ‘as
a check onconcluded
unwholesome
trade-offs
concluded
by had
stating that adequate thought had
on unwholesome
trade-offs
by stating
that adequate
thought
within
the collegium and
accommodabeen given
m and incestuous
accommodanotincestuous
been given
to the privacynot
concerns
of theto the privacy concerns of the
tions branches.’
between Judicial and
Executive
branches.’
candidates,
andto‘merely on the basis of a right to
cial and Executive
candidates,
and
‘merely on the basis
of a right
the
of a person cannot be whiteknow, the reputation of a personknow,
cannot
bereputation
whiteWhile analysing
of in
transparency
and
washed in a dhobi-ghat.’
he issue of transparency
and the issue
washed
a dhobi-ghat.’
accountability
in the NJAC framework, Justice
the NJAC framework,
Justice
Lokur observed
that the 99th Amendment and the
at the 99th Amendment
and the
NJAC the
Actprivacy
did not take into account the privacy
take into account
concerns
individuals who had been recomiduals who had
been of
recommended
for appointment
as a judge. Referring to
ntment as a judge.
Referring
to
the contentions in
made by the Attorney-General in
ade by the Attorney-General
he noted that given that proceedings
ed that giventhis
thatregard,
proceedings
ofaccessible
the NJACand
would
be completely
if be completely accessible and if
sensitive
information about the recommended
ion about the
recommended
wereamade public, it would have a
made public, individual
it would have
serious
impact of
on the dignity and reputation of
the dignity and
reputation
recommended
individual. the
Highlighting
the individual. Highlighting the
need
to balance transparency and confidentiality,
ansparency and
confidentiality,
he contention
rejected thethat
Attorney-General’s contention that
orney-General’s
the right
to know
was a fundamental
right,
and was a fundamental right, and
asserted thatright,
it was an implicit fundamental right,
an implicit fundamental
which
was tethered to the implicit fundamental
d to the implicit
fundamental
rightrights
to privacy
and the two implicit rights needed
d the two implicit
needed
to be balanced.

Further, Justice
okur also highlighted
privacyLokur also highlighted privacy
in the
working of concerns
the NJAC.
He working of the NJAC. He
observed
that in a situation where information
a situation where
information
was
voluntarily
upplied by the
candidate,
theysupplied by the candidate, they
might
not have
absolute right
to privacy
butan absolute right to privacy but
that information shared in confiinformation might
sharedexpect
in confiwould not be disclosed to unconcerned
be discloseddence
to unconcerned
parties.
in case the President did not
er, in case thethird
President
didFurther,
not
the recommendation,
the candidate should
endation, the accept
candidate
should
have
the informaright to non-disclosure of the informanon-disclosure
of the
supplied
by the President, suggested Justice
he President, tion
suggested
Justice
He noted
that the 99th Lokur.
Amendment
and that the 99th Amendment and
NJAC
Act were
blivious to these
concerns
andoblivious to these concerns and
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(2017) 10 SCC 1, AIR 2017 SC 4161

JUSTICE K.S.
PUTTASWAMY
(RETD.) & ANR.
VS.
UNION OF INDIA
& ORS.

Bench
Strength

NOT
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CIVIL WRIT
PETITION
ARTICLES
14,19,21

9

JUDGES

Number of
Opinion(s)

6/0

OPINIONS DISSENT

The Supreme Court reaffirmed that the
right to privacy was a fundamental right
derived from life and personal liberty under
Article 21 and from Part III of the Constitution.
This right is subject to reasonable restrictions.

1 plurality opinion by
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud on behalf of
Justice J.S. Khehar,
Justice R.K. Agarwal,
Justice S.A. Nazeer and himself,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice J. Chelameshwar,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice S.A. Bobde,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice R.F. Nariman,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice S.K. Kaul, and
1 concurring opinion by
Justice A.M. Sapre.
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The Bench unanimously held that
The “the
Benchright
unanimously
to
held that “the right to
privacy is protected as an intrinsic
privacy
part ofisthe
protected
right as an intrinsic part of the right
to life and personal liberty undertoArticle
life and
21personal
and as liberty
under
21 and
as fundamental
against
theArticle
existence
of the
against theright
existence
to
of the fu
a part of the freedoms guaranteed
a part
by Part
of the
III of
freedoms
the
guaranteed
by Part
the
privacy based
on III
theofjudgments
privacy
in M.P.
based
Sharma
on the judgmen
Constitution”. In doing so, it overruled
Constitution”.
previous
In doingand
so, itKharak
overruled
previous
Singh.
While addressing
and Kharakthese
Singh. While
judgments of the Supreme Court
judgments
in M.P. Sharma
of the Supreme
Court in
Sharma
challenges,
theM.P.
three
Judge Bench
challenges,
took note
the of
three Judge B
and Kharak Singh, insofar as the latter
and Kharak
held that
Singh,
the insofar
as thedecisions
latter heldofthat
several
thethe
Supreme
several
Courtdecisions
in which of the Suprem
right to privacy was not recognised
right tounder
privacy
the was the
not right
recognised
under
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Bench
Strength

NOT
OVERRULED
CIVIL WRIT
PETITION
DIGNITY
ARTICLES
14,15,21
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JUDGES

Number of
Opinion(s)

The Supreme Court recognised that bodily
integrity, sexual violence and privacy were
closely interlinked concepts. It recognized that
the right to privacy would impact all women,
and not bear specific relation to married girl
children between the ages of 15-18, who were
the subject of the petition.

*

2 concurring opinions by
Justice M. B. Lokur and
Justice D. Gupta.

2/0

OPINIONS DISSENT

249

“We muﬆ not and cannot forget the exiﬆence of Article 21
of the Conﬆitution which gives a fundamental right to a
girl child to live a life of dignity. The documentary
material placed before us clearly suggeﬆs that an early
marriage takes away the self eﬆeem and conﬁdence of a
girl child and subjects her, in a sense, to sexual abuse.
Under no circumﬆances can it be said that such a girl
child lives a life of dignity. The right of a girl child to
maintain her bodily integrity is eﬀectively deﬆroyed by
a traditional practice sanctiﬁed by the Indian Penal
Code. Her husband, for the purposes of Section 375 of
the Indian Penal Code, eﬀectively has full control over
her body and can subject her to sexual intercourse
without her consent or without her willingness since
such an activity would not be rape.
250

Anomalously, although her husband can rape her but he
cannot moleﬆ her for if he does so he could be punished
under the provisions of the Indian Penal Code. This was
recognized by the LCI in its 172nd report but was not
commented upon. It appears therefore that diﬀerent
and irrational ﬆandards have been laid down for the
treatment of the girl child by her husband and it is
necessary to harmonize the provisions of various
ﬆatutes and also harmonize diﬀerent provisions of
the Indian Penal Code inter-se.”
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Facts

“Continuing treatment againﬆ the wishes of a patient is not
only a violation of the principle of informed consent,
but also of bodily privacy and bodily integrity that have
been recognised as a facet of privacy by this Court.”
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I
“The Conﬆitution recognises the liberty and autonomy
which inheres in each individual. This includes the ability
to take decisions on aspects which deﬁne one's personhood
and identity. The choice of a partner whether within or
outside marriage lies within the exclusive domain of each
individual. Intimacies of marriage lie within a core zone of
privacy, which is inviolable. The absolute right of an individual to choose a life partner is not in the leaﬆ aﬀected by
matters of faith. The Conﬆitution guarantees to each
individual the right freely to practise, profess and propagate
religion. Choices of faith and belief as indeed choices in
matters of marriage lie within an area where individual
autonomy is supreme.”
264

n this case, the Supreme Court upheld an
individual’s right to marry a person of one’s
own choice as well as the right to choose a
religion. The Court noted that expression of choice
was a fundamental right under Article 19 and 21
of the Constitution, and formed an essential
component of the exercise of liberty and autonomy. These constitutionally protected freedoms fell
under the umbrella of Article 21, including the
ability to take decisions on aspects which define
one's personhood and identity. Relying on the
judgment in K.S. Puttaswamy vs. Union of India
((2017) 10 SCC 1), Justice Chandrachud’s opinion
also reaffirmed the idea that the choice of marital
partner would fall within the sphere of the right
to privacy.

The Supreme Court analysed the allegations made
by K.M. Asokan, the Respondent, that her daughter, Hadiya alias Akhila had been forcibly converted to Islam and was deceived into marrying
Shafin Jahan, the Appellant. The Supreme Court
noted that the High Court vide its impugned order
had annulled Hadiya’s marriage, calling it a
‘sham’ and directed her to be in the custody of her
parents, ignoring the fact that she was an adult
aged about 24 years. The Supreme Court examined the exercise of jurisdiction by the High Court
and noted that it had wrongly exercised its habeas
corpus jurisdiction in deciding the “just way of life
or correct course of living” for Hadiya, denying
her autonomy over her person. The High Court
also erred in invoking the parens patriae doctrine,
as Hadiya did not suffer from any kind of mental
incapacity or vulnerability, and had expressed her

choice in unequivocal terms. Relying on the judgment in Anuj Garg vs. Hotel Association of India
((2008) 3 SCC 1), the Supreme Court further noted
that the parens patriae doctrine could be subject to
constitutional challenge on the grounds of the
right to privacy. The Court held that parental
concerns could not be reflected in the judiciary’s
exercise of constitutional powers. It noted that by
declaring the marriage of Hadiya with Shafin
Jahan null and void while entertaining a writ of
habeas corpus, the High Court had transgressed it’s
powers. The Court took note of the statements by
Hadiya and affirmed her right to live her life in the
manner of her choosing, striking down the judgment of the High Court.
Facts
Hadiya alias Akhila, the Respondent No. 9, had
completed a degree in homeopathy medicine, and
was pursuing her internship at a college in Salem.
Her father, K.M. Asokan (Respondent No. 1) was
informed that Akhila had gone to the college
wearing a ‘pardah’ and had decided to change her
faith. As a result, he fell ill. Hearing this news,
Hadiya left Salem with a friend but did not reach
her father’s house; when the father enquired
about Hadiya at her friend’s house, he was told
that Hadiya had escaped. The father filed a police
complaint about his missing daughter.
After a few days, the father filed a writ petition of
habeas corpus before the Division Bench of the
Kerala High Court, as there was no progress made
by the police in the investigation of the matter.
Hadiya appeared before the High Court and filed
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“Given our judgment in Puttaswamy, in particular, the
right of every citizen of India to live with dignity and
the right to privacy including the right to make intimate
choices regarding the manner in which such individual
wishes to live being protected by Articles 14, 19 and 21,
it is clear that Section 377, insofar as it applies to same-sex
consenting adults, demeans them by having them
prosecuted inﬆead of underﬆanding their sexual
orientation and attempting to correct centuries of the
ﬆigma associated with such persons.”
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on the
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ative jurisprudence analysis wasative
thatjurisprudence
“(i)ntimacy analysis was that “(i)ntimacy
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consenting
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The case upheld the validity of the Aadhaar
Act while striking down certain provisions
of the Act, which encroached upon the right
to privacy.

3/1

OPINIONS DISSENT

1 majority opinion by
Justice A.K. Sikri on behalf of
Justice D. Misra,
A.M. Khanwilkar and himself,
1 partially concurring opinion by
Justice A. Bhushan, and
1 dissenting opinion by
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud.
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“Having due regard to the teﬆ of proportionality which has
been propounded in Puttaswamy and as elaborated in this
judgment, we do not ﬁnd that the decision to link Aadhaar
numbers with mobile SIM cards is valid or conﬆitutional.
The mere exiﬆence of a legitimate ﬆate aim will not juﬆify
the means which are adopted. Ends do not juﬆify means,
at leaﬆ as a matter of conﬆitutional principle. For the
means to be valid, they muﬆ be carefully tailored to
achieve a legitimate ﬆate aim and should not be either
disproportionate or excessive in their encroachment on
individual liberties.”
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1 concurring opinion by
Justice R.F. Nariman,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud and
1 concurring opinion by
Justice I. Malhotra.
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“The right to privacy depends on the exercise of autonomy
and agency by individuals. In situations where citizens are
disabled from exercising these essential attributes, Courts
muﬆ ﬆep in to ensure that dignity is realised in the fulleﬆ
sense. Familial ﬆructures cannot be regarded as private
spaces where conﬆitutional rights are violated. To grant
immunity in situations when rights of individuals are
in siege, is to obﬆruct the unfolding vision of
the Conﬆitution.”
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INDIAN YOUNG LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION & ORS. VS.
THE STATE OF KERALA
& ORS.
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(2019) 11 SCC 1

Y/DIGN
IT

2018
Case Status

Case Type

Additional
Aspect(s)
of Privacy
Conﬆitutional
Provision(s)

Bench
Strength

UNDER
REVIEW*
CIVIL WRIT
PETITION
AUTONOMY
ARTICLES
14,15,17,21,25,
26,29,51

5

JUDGES

Number of
Opinion(s)

4/1

OPINIONS DISSENT

In relation to a temple tradition of excluding
women from worship due to menstruation,
the Court held that the menstrual status of a
woman was a deeply personal and intrinsic
part of their privacy.
* After a review petition (Review Petition (Civil)
No. 3358/2018 in Writ Petition (Civil) No.
373/2006) was heard, this case was referred to
a larger bench for adjudication. Chief Justice
R. Gogoi, Justice A.M. Khanwilkar and Justice
I. Malhotra issued the majority opinion
confirming, with Justice R.F. Nariman and
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud dissenting. A preliminary question was raised as to whether a
reference to a larger bench was maintainable in
a review petition, which was answered in the
affirmative by a nine Judge Bench of the Court.

1 opinion by
CJI Dipak on behalf of
Justice A.M. Khanwilkar and himself,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud and
1 concurring opinion by
R. F. Nariman,
dissenting opinion by
Justice I. Malhotra.
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“The menﬆrual ﬆatus of a woman is deeply personal and an
intrinsic part of her privacy. The Conﬆitution muﬆ treat
it as a feature on the basis of which no exclusion can be
practised and no denial can be perpetrated.”
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omination forrate
the religious
purposesdenomination
of
for the purposes of
The majority held that the devotees
of the Lord
Article 26.
The majority
held that the devotees of the Lord
Ayyappa did not constitute a separate
Ayyappareligious
did not constitute a separate religious
of the Intervening
Applications
denomination
but were part ofdenomination
the Hindu fold,
Additionally,
one of the
Intervening Applications
but were part of the Hindu fold,
submitted (No.
that compulsory
and that in
the absence
of any scriptural
10 of 2016) submitted
that
compulsory
and thator
intextual
the absence of any scriptural or textual
trual status was
a violation
of
evidence
justifying
the same,
ofjustifying
women the same, exclusion of women
disclosure
of menstrual
status was
a violation
of exclusion
evidence
rivacy. They relied
on the
judgcould
be onconsidered
be annot
essential
women’s
right
to privacy.
Theynot
relied
the judg- to could
be considered to be an essential
wamy and Anr.ment
vs. Union
of Puttaswamy
India
religious
opinion also
observed
that The opinion also observed that
in K.S.
and Anr.practice.
vs. UnionThe
of India
religious
practice.
o argue that denial
to to argue
Rulethat
3(b) denial
was ultra
vires the
the3(b)
KHPW
((2017) of
10entry
SCC 1)
of entry
to aim of
Rule
was Act,
ultra vires the aim of the KHPW Act,
men was exclusionary
to reform and
and open
public
menstruating and
womenwhich
was was
exclusionary
which
wasHindu
to reform and open public Hindu
d their dignity.adversely impacted their
places
to all people. The Courtplaces
furthertodeclared
dignity.
all people. The Court further declared
that Rule 3(b) of the KHPW Rules
was
unconstituthat
Rule
3(b) of the KHPW Rules was unconstituargued that Rule
3(b) was not argued
tional
forRule
being
violative
of Parttional
III of for
the being
ConstiThe Respondents
that
3(b)
was not
violative of Part III of the Constis it did not unconstitutional,
deny entry to all as it tution
of India.
did not
deny entry to all
tution of India.
, but merelywomen
to women
a but merely to women of a
as a ofclass,
for a specific specific
objective.
Amicus
D.Y.
Chandrachud
observed
that
age
group, for aJustice
specific
objective.
Amicus further
Justice
D.Y. Chandrachud
further observed that
mamoorthy also
argued
that
the social
of women,
based
on physioCuriae,
Mr.
K. the
Ramamoorthy
alsoexclusion
argued that
the
the
social
exclusion of women, based on physioAyyappa could
be considered
logical
attributes
like menstrual
status,
was like menstrual status, was
devotees
of LordaAyyappa
could
be considered
a
logical
attributes
herefore werereligious
not subject
the therefore
comparable
a formto
ofthe
untouchability,
following
secttoand
were nottosubject
comparable
to a form of untouchability, following
of Article 25, but
could
manage of Article
notions
“purity
pollution”,
whichof
served
to and pollution”, which served to
reform
provisions
25,ofbut
couldand
manage
notions
“purity
nder Article 26.
not be justified
their own affairs understigmatize
Article 26. individuals, and could
stigmatize
individuals, and could not be justified
in the scheme of constitutional in
morality,
besides
the scheme
of constitutional morality, besides
Raju Ramchandran
being
explicitly prohibited
Article
17. With
Amicussubmitted
Curiae Mr. Raju
Ramchandran
submitted under
being
explicitly
prohibited under Article 17. With
ary practice inthat
its the
implementareferenceintoits
theimplementaright to privacy, Justice
D.Y.
exclusionary practice
reference
toChanthe right to privacy, Justice D.Y. Chanvoluntary disclosure
by women
drachud
in his opinion,
held that
the menstrual
tion required
an involuntary
disclosure
by women
drachud
in his opinion, held that the menstrual
nstrual statusofand
age,
which
status
of aand
woman
intrinsic
of would be an intrinsic part of
both
their
menstrual
status
age, would
which be anstatus
of a part
woman
d disclosure amounted
that violated
the
her privacy.
further
imposing
to forced
disclosure
that He
violated
theopined
herthat
privacy.
He further opined that imposing
d privacy under
Article
21 of the
exclusionary
disabilities
on the basis
of menstrual
right
to dignity
and privacy
under Article
21 of the
exclusionary
disabilities on the basis of menstrual
dia, as recognised
in the Puttasstatus,
violated
was
Constitution
of India, as
recognised
in the
the dignity
Puttas- of women
status, which
violated
the dignity of women which was
guaranteed by the Constitution. guaranteed by the Constitution.
wamy judgment.
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Justice I. Malhotra, in her dissenting
Justice I. opinion
Malhotra, in her dissenting opinion
noted that the case should fail for
noted
lack that
of standing
the case should fail for lack of standing
by the Petitioners. She also heldbythat
theAyyappans
Petitioners. She also held that Ayyappans
or worshippers at the SabarimalaorTemple
worshippers
satisfied
at the Sabarimala Temple satisfied
the requirements of being a religious
the requirements
denomina- of being a religious denomination, and therefore could avail the
tion,protections
and therefore
of could avail the protections of
Article 26. She further held that the
Article
limited
26. She
restricfurther held that the limited restriction on the entry of women would
tion
not
onbethe
violative
entry of women would not be violative
of Part III of the Constitution. of Part III of the Constitution.
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The profiling of electors through text
based voter lists is unlawful, therefore the
Election Commission is duty bound to take all
precautionary measures to protect the
privacy of voters.

1 opinion by
Justice A.K. Sikri on behalf of
Justice A. Bhushan and himself.
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Facts

“ECI has given the reasons for not adhering to the requeﬆ of
the Petitioner in providing draft electoral roll in searchable
PDF format. According to it, issues of privacy of voters are
involved and the move of ECI is aimed at prevention of
voter proﬁling and data mining. According to ECI,
ensuring free and fair elections, to which it is committed,
also necessitates that ECI is duty bound to protect the
privacy and proﬁling of electors. Therefore, it is duty
bound to take all precautionary measures.”

T

s petition, the Supreme
hrough
Court
this petition,
the Supreme
The Court
discussedCourt
the various
Theinterpretations
Court discussed the various interpretations
affirmed the need to protect
noted and
the affirmed
the need
to ‘text
protect
the mentioned
assigned
to the
mode’
assignedintoClause
the ‘text mode’ mentioned in Clause
vacy of voters. The Petitioner,
right to privacy
a
of voters.
TheChapter
Petitioner,
11.2.2.2
of the
XI aof the11.2.2.2
ElectionofManual,
the Chapter XI of the Election Manual,
ian National member
Congress,ofsought
the Indian 2016,
National
Congress,
soughtclaimed
which
the Petitioner
2016,
made
which
it incumthe Petitioner claimed made it incumRespondent directions
i.e., the Election
to the Respondent
i.e., Respondent
the Electionto provide
bent on the
bent onsearchable
the Respondent to provide searchable
dia (ECI) to Commission
a) conduct Voter
of India voter
(ECI) rolls.
to a) However,
conduct Voter
the Court voter
observed
rolls.that
However,
the
the Court observed that the
udit Trail (VVPAT)
Verifiable
verification
Paper Audit clause
Trail (VVPAT)
did notverification
mention that the
clause
provided
did notfilemention that the provided file
es cast in the for
Madhya
10% ofPradesh
the votes cast
in the
Pradesh
would
be Madhya
searchable,
but only that
would
it would
be searchable,
be in
but only that it would be in
ections; and 2018
b) publish
Assembly
andelections;
b) i.e.,
publish
and
‘text’ and
format,
not including
images.
‘text’ format,
Therefore
i.e., not including images. Therefore
of the draft voter
supply
list in
soft
‘searchcopies of the
draft
voter listcould
in ‘searchthe
Petitioner
not claimthe
forPetitioner
‘searchable’
could not claim for ‘searchable’
which wouldable’
enable
textthem
format,
to which
would
themMoreover,
to
voter
rolls enable
as a right.
voter
the rolls
Courtasheld
a right. Moreover, the Court held
for any errors
scrutinise
(such asthe
duplidata for that
any it
errors
as dupli- of the
was (such
the prerogative
thatRespondent
it was the to
prerogative of the Respondent to
s) and submitcate
suggestions
or fake entries)
and and
submit
publish
thesuggestions
voter lists inand
a formatpublish
which it
the
deemed
voter lists in a format which it deemed
Respondent.
objections
Howeverto the
the Respondent.
However
the of proper
proper in light
of its objective
ensuring
in free
lightand
of its objective of ensuring free and
ed not to make
Respondent
the voter decided
lists
not
make thewhile
voter protecting
lists
fairtoelections
fair
theelections
privacy while
of
protecting the privacy of
chable’ text format,
available
in order
in a ‘searchable’
to
textHowever,
format, inthe
order
to opined
voters.
Court
voters.
thatHowever,
there wasthe Court opined that there was
ng and to protect
prevent
thedata
privacy
mining and
to on
protect
the privacy
no bar
converting
the publically
no bar
available
on converting
scan- the publically available scanters.
and profiling of voters.nable text format into a ‘searchable’
nable
format.
text format into a ‘searchable’ format.
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The Petitioner, Kamal Nath, President
The Petitioner,
of Madhya
Kamal Nath, President of Madhya
Pradesh Congress Committee, Pradesh
alleged that
Congress
the Committee, alleged that the
Respondent, the Election Commission
Respondent,
of India
the Election Commission of India
(ECI), had dropped a large number
(ECI),
of voters
had dropped
from a large number of voters from
the voter lists of Madhya Pradesh
the voter
for Assembly
lists of Madhya
Pradesh for Assembly
Arguments
Arguments
Elections, 2018 and many of those
Elections,
included
2018
in the
and many of those included in the
lists were found to be suspect
lists entries.
were found
The to The
be Petitioner
suspect entries.
referredThe
to Clause
The11.2.2.2
Petitioner
of the
referred to Cla
Petitioner had requested the ECI
Petitioner
to rectify
hadthe
requested
the ECI
theManual,
Chapter
XI oftotherectify
Election
Chapter
2016 XI
(Election
of the Election Man
same. Though the Respondent admitted
same. Though
to having
the Respondent
to having
Manual)admitted
and argued
that as per
Manual)
the aforemenand argued that as
some duplicate or fake entries,some
they duplicate
stated thator fake
entries,
they the
stated
that
tioned
clause
Respondent
tioned
was required
clause the
to Responden
they had corrected the voter they
lists had
before
corrected
the
the
voterthe
lists
before
thetext mode,
prepare
draft
roll in
prepare
which
the draft
was roll in text
Petitioner’s complaint and that Petitioner’s
the allegations
complaint
of
and that thealbeit
allegations
of photographs.
searchable,
without
searchable,
Further,
albeit without pho
the Petitioner were unsubstantiated.
the Petitioner
It further
were unsubstantiated.
It further
the Petitioner submitted
that since
the Petitioner
the Respondsubmitted that s
stated that to ensure that the voter
stated
lists were
that toaccesensure that
theprovided
voter listselectoral
were accesent
rolls in text
ent provided
mode during
electoral rolls in
sible, the Respondent uploadedsible,
thesethe
listsRespondent
on the
uploaded
these listselections
on the in the
the 2013 assembly
Madhya
2013 assembly
Pradesh elections in
website for public access and also
website
provided
for copies
public access
and
alsoelections
providedin
copies
and
2018
Rajasthan,and
the2018
sameelections
being in Rajastha
to the political parties. The Respondent
to the political
further
parties.changed
The Respondent
further
was unreasonable.
changed was unreasonable.
averred that the lists could be further
averred
amended
that theby
lists could be further amended by
the political parties by pointing the
outpolitical
the errors,
parties
or by The
pointing
out thesubmitted
errors, or that it
Respondent
The
had
Respondent
consciouslysubmitted tha
by the excluded voters making aby
representation
the excludedto
voters decided
making atorepresentation
to of decided
not give copies
the voter
to list
not ingive copies o
the Respondent.
the Respondent.
searchable text mode to the political
searchable
parties
text in
mode to the

view of the security and privacy
view concerns
of the security
of
and pr
The Petitioner sought directionsThe
to the
Petitioner
Respondsought directions
to the Respondvoters, especially
given that thevoters,
right to
especially
privacy given that th
ent to publish and supply voterent
lists
to in
publish
‘searchaand supply
voterrecognised
lists in ‘searchawas now
as a fundamental
was now
right
recognised
in K.S. as a funda
ble’ text mode, so that they could
ble’ electronically
text mode, so thatPuttaswamy
they couldand
electronically
Anr. vs. Union Puttaswamy
of India andand
Ors.Anr. vs. Union
scan the same and find out whether
scan the
there
same
were
and find
out whether
there
were it argued
((2017)
10 SCC 1).
Further,
((2017)
that
10searchaSCC 1). Further, it ar
any duplicate or fake voters in
any
theduplicate
voter lists.
or fakeble
voters
the voter
text in
format
wouldlists.
enable data
ble text
mining,
format
and
would enable
However, the Respondent hadHowever,
only provided
the Respondent
had
only provided
referred
to Clause
11.2.2.2, to submit
referred
thattothe
Clause
'text 11.2.2.2, to s
Compact Discs (CDs) containingCompact
the draftDiscs
elector(CDs) containing
the draft related
elector-to themode'
mode' mentioned
'content'
mentioned
of the related to t
al roll published on July 31, 2018alinroll
a PDF
published
non-ed-on Julydraft
31, 2018
a PDF
voterinlists
andnon-ednot its 'format',
draft
and
voter
thatlists
there
and not its 'form
itable form.
itable form.
was nothing called a ‘text mode’was
format
nothing
of a called
PDF a ‘text mod

document. The Election Manual
document.
prescribedThe
that
Election Manu
Issue
Issue
voter lists should contain onlyvoter
the ‘text’
lists should
of the contain onl
voter’s details such as their name,
voter’s
address,
detailsage,
such as their n
A) Whether publication of the electoral
Whetherlistpublication
in
the not
electoral
in
etc.ofand
their list
photograph.
etc.Moreover,
and not the
their photograp
searchable text format would violate
searchable
the right
text format
would violate
the right
Respondent
contended
that theRespondent
Election Manual
contended that th
of privacy of voters under Article
of privacy
21 of the
of voters
under
21 of the manual
was
only Article
an administrative
was only
and an
hadadministrative
no
m
Constitution.
Constitution.
statutory force.
statutory force.
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Decision

The Court
found reason in Respondent’s interpreThe Court found reason in Respondent’s
interpretation that
of the
Clause and observed that “(t)he
tation of the Clause and observed
“(t)he
Thereputation
Court discussed
the
function,
reputation
and the draft
ed the function,
and
Clause
nowhere
Clause
nowhere
says that
electoral
rollsays that the draft electoral roll
undertaken
bytothe
Respondent
ken by theprocesses
Respondent
to
has to beOfficer’s
put up on the Chief Electoral Officer’s
has
be put
up on the to
Chief Electoral
ensure
fair elections
noted that
is no PDF’”
ns and noted that
“(t)here
is no and
website
in a the
‘searchable PDF’” and that the
website
in a“(t)here
‘searchable
and that
theasbona fides
of the
as well
as made
na fides of thedoubt
ECI”,about
as well
absence
of the
word ‘search’ made all the differabsence
of ECI”,
the word
‘search’
all the
differthe fact
theofRespondent
shared
thetherefore
copies of
espondent shared
the that
copies
ence.
The
Court therefore held that “the Petitioner
ence. The
Court
held that
“the
Petitioner
listsso with
political
parties
so that
the political voter
parties
that the cannot
cannot
claim, as
a right, that the draft electoral roll
claim,
as a right,
that the draft
electoral
roll
they the
could
the on
listthe or
tionally check
list additionally
or
be placed on the website in a ‘searchable
shouldcheck
be placed
websiteshould
in a ‘searchable
seek correction.
mode’”.
mode’”. Moreover, the Respondent
had Moreover,
the right the Respondent had the right

to decide
in which
to decide in which format the voter
list was
to be format the voter list was to be
Court ofobserved
that
the argument
the
ed that the The
argument
the
and itawas justified in not providing a
published
and it wasofjustified
inpublished
not providing
Petitioner
based on
the Clause
11.2.2.2
of the data searchable
ed on the Clause
11.2.2.2was
of the
searchable
copy,
to prevent
mining andcopy,
voterto prevent data mining and voter
Manual,
placed and
an obligation
which placed Election
an obligation
on which
profiling,
to protect the privacy of the voters.
profiling,
to protect on
the privacy
of theand
voters.
Respondent
to put The
the draft
voter
liststhat,
on theas contended
put the draftthe
voter
lists on the
The Court
Court
held
by held
the that, as contended by the
website
‘PDF format’,
and the the
main
dispute
ormat’, and the
mainindispute
Respondent,
Respondent,
“ECI
is duty-bound
to protectthe
the“ECI is duty-bound to protect the
upon
the meaning
to be
assigned
to of
‘text
meaning to behinged
assigned
to ‘text
privacy
profiling
of the voters” and “take all
privacy
and
profiling
the voters”
andand
“take
all
second part ofmeasures”.
the ClauseThe Court
n the second mode’
part of mentioned
the Clause in the
precautionary
measures”. The Court opined that
precautionary
opined that
11.2.2.2.
“the
format roll
in which
the draft electoral roll is
“the format in which the draft
electoral
is
to the Petitioner fulfills the requirement
supplied to the Petitioner fulfillssupplied
the requirement
contained
in the
contained in the Election Manual”,
however,
“ifElection Manual”, however, “if
Petitioner
the Petitioner so wants, he can the
always
convertsoitwants, he can always convert it
into searchable mode”.
into searchable mode”.
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Mandating installation of CCTV Cameras in
dance bars would be disproportionate and
excessive as it would be an unwarranted
invasion of the privacy of both the patrons
and the performers.

1 opinion by
Justice A.K. Sikri on behalf of
Justice A. Bhushan and himself.
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Facts

“(I)nﬆalling of CCTV Cameras… would be totally
inappropriate and amounts to invasion of privacy and is,
thus, violative of Articles 14, 19(1)(a) and 21 of the
Conﬆitution as held in K.S. Puttaswamy case”

T

dealt with the constitutional
his case dealtcase,
withthethe
Court
constitutional
observed that there
case, could
the Court
be no
observed that there could be no
certain provisions of the
validity
Mahaof certain
blanket
provisions
ban on
ofthe
the operation
Mahaofblanket
dance bars,
ban on
and
the operation of dance bars, and
hibition of Obscene rashtra
Dance in
Prohibition
that only
of Obscene
provisions
Dance
which
in directly
that related
only provisions
to the which directly related to the
and Bar Rooms
Hotels,
and Protection
Restaurant andobject
Bar Rooms
of theand
Dance
Protection
Act would be
object
upheld.
of the
ConseDance Act would be upheld. Conseen (working of
therein)
Dignity
Act,
of 2016
Women (working
quently, the
therein)
Court
Act,
upheld
2016 thequently,
ban on the
obscene
Court upheld the ban on obscene
e rules framed
(Dance
thereunder.
Act) and
Thethe rules
dances,
framed
thethereunder.
requirements
Therelating
dances,
to payment
the requirements
of
relating to payment of
eld that the Supreme
applications
Court
forheld salaries
that theof applications
bar dancers, and
for the ban
salaries
on showering
of bar dancers, and the ban on showering
should be grant
considered
of licence
with should
currency
be notes
considered
on the dancers.
with
Itcurrency
struck down
notesthe
on the dancers. It struck down the
and withoutan imputing
open mind
any and ban
without
on serving
imputing
alcohol in
any
dance bars,
ban on
the
serving
enforced
alcohol in dance bars, the enforced
o that there moral
would standard
not be aso that
separation
there would
between
notdiscotheques
be a
separation
and dance
between
bars discotheques and dance bars
taging dancecomplete
performances
ban on
at staging
anddance
the conditions
performances
relating
at to the
and
character
the conditions
of the relating to the character of the
designated places.
person applying for a licence. person applying for a licence.

ed conditionsThe
imposed
case challenged
under
conditions
Specificallyimposed
in the context
under of privacy,
Specifically
the Court
in the context of privacy, the Court
ncluding the the
classification
Dance Act,ofincluding
discussed
the the
classification
condition which
of
required
discussed
thethe
instalcondition which required the instalhe ban on serving
obscenealcohol
dances,inthe ban
lation
on of
serving
CCTValcohol
cameras
in in the
lation
rooms
of CCTV
where cameras in the rooms where
sing requirements
dance under
bars, licensing
the
dances
requirements
were to under
be performed.
the
dances
The Court
were
struck
to be performed. The Court struck
e prescribed civil
Dance
and
Act
criminal
and the prescribed
down this
civil
condition
and criminal
as an infringement
down this of
condition
the
as an infringement of the
ontravention consequences
of the Act. In this
for contravention
right to privacy.
of the Act. In this
right to privacy.
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Issue

Issue

A) Whether Sections 2(8)(i), SectionWhether
6(4), Section
Sections 2(8)(i), Se
This case involved three writ petitions
This case
filed
involved
by the three writ
8(2)petitions
and (4) of
filed
theby
Dance
the Act and8(2)
rules
andframed
(4) of the Dance Ac
Association of Hotel and Bar Owners,
Association
the ofR.R.
Hotel and thereunder
Bar Owners,
were
theconstitutionally
R.R.
thereunder
valid.
were constitutio
Patil Foundation, and the Bhartiya
Patil
Bargirls
Foundation,
Unionand the Bhartiya Bargirls Union
which challenged certain provisions
which challenged
of the
certain
Arguments
provisions of the
Arguments
Dance Act.
Dance Act.
The Petitioners argued that the State
The Petitioners
was trying argued
to
that the
In 2005, the State introduced Sections
In 2005,
33A
the
and
State
33Bintroduced
ban dance
Sections
performances
33A and 33Bin bars/permits
ban dance homes
performances in ba
to the Maharashtra Police Act, 1951.
to theSection
Maharashtra
33A Police
or restaurants
Act, 1951. altogether.
Section 33AThis was
or restaurants
supported altogether.
by
This
barred the performance of dance
barred
in any
the eating
performance
theoffact
dance
that in
notany
a single
eating
licencethe
hadfact
been
thatissued
not a single licenc
house, permit room or beer bar,house,
and Section
permit33B
room ortill
beer
date.
bar,The
andpetitioners
Section 33B
also made
till date.
several
Thereferpetitioners also m
provided an exception, allowingprovided
for dancean
perforexception,ences
allowing
to the
forjudgments
dance perforin the case
ences
of State
to the
of Mahajudgments in the ca
mances in a theatre, or a club mances
where entry
in a was
theatre, or
rashtra
a club
vs.where
Indian entry
Hotel was
and Restaurants
rashtra Association
vs. Indian Hotel and Res
restricted to members only. Thisrestricted
was struck
todown
members only.
and Ors
This((2013)
was struck
8 SCCdown
519), which
anddealt
Ors ((2013)
with the
8 SCC 519), wh
by the Bombay High Court, and
bylater
the Bombay
upheld by
High Court,
constitutionality
and later upheld
of amendments
by
constitutionality
made to the of amendme
the Supreme Court in the case ofthe
State
Supreme
of MaharashCourt in the
Bombay
case ofPolice
State of
Act,
Maharash1951 prohibiting
Bombay
dance
Police
perforAct, 1951 prohib
tra vs. Indian Hotel and Restaurants
tra Association
vs. Indian Hotel
and and mances
Restaurants
in any
Association
eating house,
and permit
mances
room
in or
anybeer
eating house, p
Ors ((2013) 8 SCC 519).
Ors ((2013) 8 SCC 519). bars. The case had struck down the
bars.
amendment
The case had
as struck down
unconstitutional, and the Petitioners
unconstitutional,
argued that and the Petit
Further, in 2014, the State of Maharashtra
Further, in 2014,
intro-the State
the present
of Maharashtra
Dance Act
intro-was atherestatement
present Dance
of
Act was
duced the Maharashtra Police duced
(Second
theAmendMaharashtra
thePolice
same. (Second Amendthe same.
ment) Act, 2014 and added Section
ment) 33A
Act, to
2014
theand added Section 33A to the
Maharashtra Police Act, 1951, which
Maharashtra
reintroduced
Police Act,The
1951,
Bharatiya
which reintroduced
Bar Girls Union also
Theargued
Bharatiya
that Bar
the Girls Union a
the ban on dancing in any eating
the house,
ban onpermit
dancing inban
anyon
eating
bar girls
house,
hadpermit
a direct impact
ban on
on bar
the girls
liveli-had a direct im
room or beer bar, without the exemptions
room or beer
previbar, without
hoodthe
of the
exemptions
members,
previand that following
hood of the
themembers,
ban
and that
ously provided under Section 33B.
ously
The
provided
Supreme
under the
Section
membership
33B. The of
Supreme
the union had
the membership
shrunk from of the union
Court, in the case of Indian Hotel
Court,
and Restaurants
in the case of Indian
5000 Hotel
to 110
andperformers,
Restaurants leaving
5000most
to 110
of performers,
the
lea
Association and Ors vs. State of Maharashtra
Association and
(Writ
Ors vs.women
State ofwho
Maharashtra
were formerly
(Writ working
women
as who
bar dancwere formerly wo
Petition (Civil) No.793 of 2014), stayed
Petitionthe
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operaNo.793 of
ers2014),
unemployed.
stayed theThey
opera-also ers
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unemployed.
that the They also
tion of the provision with a rider
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that
of ‘no
the perforprovision with
women
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in that
question
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to choose
in question
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mance of dance shall remotelymance
be expressive
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remotely
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work as
their
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any kind of obscenity’. Following
any kind
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obscenity’.
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this,owners.
the They
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with that
the bar owners. T
Respondent State enacted the Dance
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Act and State
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Dance
stemmed
Act and
from
rulesthe State’s
the ban
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framed thereunder, certain provisions
framed thereunder,
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of bar of
dancing,
whichand considered
perception itoftobar
bedancing, and
were challenged by way of this petition.
were challenged by way
innately
of this vulgar.
petition.
innately vulgar.
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In itsthe
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In its
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In the context
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.
Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC). Indian Penal Code, 1860 (IPC).
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arbitrary,
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a
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Act,
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view
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of to
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for the
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struck to
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down thein provisions
the the provisions relating to the
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the
as they were
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were staged. In respect of Section
where dances were staged. In respect
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8(4) relating
to tipping the performers, the provirelatingmandating
to tipping the
the provirespect the
to the 8(4)
condition
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he conditionWith
mandating
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to tip the performers as
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of CCTV cameras,
the Respondents
TV cameras, installation
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long
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end right
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The Court also set aside the requirements
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mandating
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in the city
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working conditions of the women,
working
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Court
of the women, the Court
upheld the provisions relating upheld
to hiring
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down
bank
theaccounts
rule
but struck down the rule
about providing monthly salary
about
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providing monthly salary to performers,
as this could be restrictive forasboth
this employers
could be restrictive for both employers
and performers.
and performers.
With respect to CCTV surveillance
With of
respect
bars, to
theCCTV surveillance of bars, the
Court held that mandating the
Court
installation
held that
of mandating the installation of
CCTV cameras would amount CCTV
to an invasion
cameras of
would amount to an invasion of
the right to privacy. It would also
theviolate
right to
Articles
privacy. It would also violate Articles
14, 19(1)(a) and 21. Specific reference
14, 19(1)(a)
was made
and to
21. Specific reference was made to
the discussion on ‘unpopular the
privacy’
discussion
in K.S.
on ‘unpopular privacy’ in K.S.
Puttaswamy, wherein the CourtPuttaswamy,
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wherein the Court relied on Anita
Allen’s conception of ‘unpopular’
Allen’s
privacy
conception
laws of ‘unpopular’ privacy laws
and duties to protect the common
and good,
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the common good, even if
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installation
set aside
of by
CCTV cameras was set aside by
the Court.
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thisemployer
matter would
matter
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be between
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and be between the employer and
Moreover,
a clause
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necessary
in
uch a clause crime.
was necessary
in such this
performeron
one hand and the performer and
performeron
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and the
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public
interest
and to achieve
the purpose
behind
to achieve the
purpose
behind
visitor on the other.
visitor on the other.
the Act.
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Compelling an accused to give their voice
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Justice S. Khanna and himself.
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“the fundamental right to privacy cannot be conﬆrued as
absolute and [sic] muﬆ bow down to compelling public
intereﬆ… we unhesitatingly take the view that until
explicit provisions are engrafted in the Code of Criminal
Procedure by Parliament, a Judicial Magiﬆrate muﬆ be
conceded the power to order a person to give a sample of his
voice for the purpose of inveﬆigation of a crime. Such
power has to be conferred on a Magiﬆrate by a process of
judicial interpretation and in exercise of jurisdiction veﬆed
in this Court under Article 142 of the Conﬆitution
of India.”

T

as referred to the present
his Bench
case was referred
because
toitthe
didpresent
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because
incriminate
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State of 2Madhya
SCC 148)
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uld give orders
whether
compelling
a courtancould and
giveK.S.
orders
Puttaswamy
compelling
and an
Anr. vs.and
Union
K.S.
of Puttaswamy
India and and Anr. vs. Union of India and
his voice sample,
accused
in thetoabsence
record his voice
Ors.((2017)
sample,10
in SCC
the absence
1) to note Ors.((2017)
that the right
10 SCC
to 1) to note that the right to
bling provision
of any
in the
specific
Code enabling
of
privacy
provision
could
in be
thecurtailed
Code ofon theprivacy
basis ofcould
compelbe curtailed on the basis of compele Code, 1973 (CrPC),
Criminal
and
Procedure
given Code,
ling1973
public
(CrPC),
interest.
and given
ling public interest.
elf-incrimination
the right
incorporated
against self-incrimination incorporated
he Constitution.
in Article 20(3) of the Constitution.
After examining the relevant provisions
After examining
of the the relevant provisions of the
CrPC and 87th Report of the Law
CrPC
Commission
and 87th Report
of
of the Law Commission of
ered whether
The
compelling
Court considered
an
India,
whether
the Court
compelling
noted that
an thereIndia,
was the
a lacuna
Courtinnoted that there was a lacuna in
s voice sample
accused
in the course
to give of
his voice
the sample
law regarding
in the course
recording
of of the
voice
lawsamples
regarding
as recording of voice samples as
was prohibited
an under
investigation
Article was there
prohibited
were no
under
statutory
Articleprovisions
there were
specifically
no statutory provisions specifically
his right 20(3)
to privacy,
or violated
and hisempowering
right to privacy,
a court to
andgive such
empowering
orders. The
a court to give such orders. The
negative. It relied
answered
on theitratio
in the
in negative.
CourtItapplied
relied on
thethe
principles
ratio in of ejusdem
Court applied
generis and
the principles of ejusdem generis and
Kathi Kalu Oghad
State(AIR
of Bombay
1961 SC
vs. Kathiimminent
Kalu Oghadnecessity
(AIR 1961and
SC adopted
imminent
the necessity
rule
and adopted the rule
t Article 20(3)1808)
did not
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held that Article
propounded
20(3) didby
notLord
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of finding by
the Lord Denning of finding the
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his voice sample
the accused to record his voice sample
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The Court noted that the two Judge
The Court
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agreement
deciding
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while
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words to give ‘force and life’ words
to a statute.
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life’ towhile
a statute.
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referred
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conversations recorded on the
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Section 482 of the CrPC before the
Section
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of the
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evidence the
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Allahabad, which dismissed Allahabad,
the appeal. which
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appeal. The
thetwoCourt
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Court
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not that Articl
matter came before the two Judge
matter
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cameof before
the the
Judge held
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to record
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opinion,
Court,
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gave a split
opinion,the
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While determining the second While
issue, determining
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referred to amendments in Sections
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of the
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and the
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course and
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note that in
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d that the Legislature
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The right to know and access information must
be weighed with the right to privacy of a
person and where the public interest in access
to information outweighs the possible harm to
privacy, the information must be allowed
to be disseminated.

3/0

OPINIONS DISSENT

*

1 majority opinion by
Justice S. Khanna on behalf of
Chief Justice R. Gogoi,
Justice D. Gupta and himself,
1 concurring opinion by
Justice N. V. Ramana and
1 concurring opinion by
Justice D. Y. Chandrachud.
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Facts

“The right to privacy gets the beneﬁt of both the quantitative
and the qualitative protection. The former refers to the
disclosure already made and what is yet undisclosed, whereas the latter refers to the privateness of the material,
invasion of which is an illegal intrusion into the right to
privacy. Claim for conﬁdentiality would generally fail
when the information is in public domain. The law of
privacy is, therefore, not solely concerned with the
information, but more concerned with the intrusion
and violation of private rights.”
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On further appeal, the matter was
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